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Defense Rests Case

Murder Trial Expected
To Go Circuit Jury
Later This Afternoon
The defense rested its case shortly
before noon today in the trial of William
David West and Randy Barrow in
connection with the Feb. 7 death of 21year-old Charles G. Eaker. The action
came following the testimony of
Barrow.
Only rebuttal witnesses remain to be
called to the stand before the case goes
to the Calloway County Circuit Court
jury for deliberation, expected this
afternoon.
West, 24, of Route 7, Murray, is
—Charged with the murder of F.iiker7R—
Route 8, Murray. He faces 20 years to
life imprisonment on the charge. The
murder charge does not call for the
death penalty in Kentucky because
aggravated circumstances were not
involved.
Barrow, 19, of Route 7, Murray, is
charged with conspiracy to commit
murder and first degree hindering
prosecution. The maximum sentence

on the murder conspiracy charge is 20
years to life and the charge of
ring
prosecution carries a penalty
one to five years.
The body of Eaker was discoered the
morning of Feb.8 in a car on Kentucky
1550, about a mile west of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church. Calloway
County Coroner Tommy Walker attributed Eaker's death to a gunshot
wound in the head from a .22 caliber
pistol. The autopsy disclosed that
Eaker was shot in the right..ey.e...
-Following the questioning of Barrow
by his attorney, Gary Haverstock,
Barrow was cross-examined by
commonwealth
Ron
attorney
Christopher. In testimony marked by
unasked for statements by Barrow and
at one point, a reprimand by Judge
James M. Lassiter for continuing to
speak, Barrow told his side of the
alledged murder.
He maintained throughout his

Cases Brought Before
District Court Monday
Forty-five cases, in addition to five
cases involving juveniles, were heard
Monday in District Court before Judge
Sid Easley.
Joann Kindle, 25, of 416 Ashbrook,
Paducah, was sentenced to 90 days in
the Calloway County Jail after pleading
guilty to one of the two counts of
shoplifting lodged against her. The
other charge was dismissed. There is a
holder for Ms. Kindle's return to
McCracken County to answer charges
there.
Steve Parrish, 20, of Route 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., was charged with driving
under the influence, disregarding a
traffic control device, illegal possession
of alcohol and criminal trespassing in
the third degree.

The DUI charge was amended to
reckless driving, and the defendant wil
fined $100. The charge of disregarding a
traffic control device was dismissed,
however, court costs of $20 were ordered to be paid. On the commonwealth's motion, the charge of
illegal possession of alcohol was
dismissed, while the defendant was
ordered to make restitution to Murray
State University in the amount of $25 on
the criminal trespassing charge.
A juvenile was sentenced to 15 days in
juvenile detention following a hearing
concerning the theft of a bicycle.
The court also heard cases involving
non-suppert, driving under the influence, cold checking, arid unlawful
transaction with a minor.

Telephone Trustees
Re-Elected Saturday
MAYFIELD — Three trustees of the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Graves,
serving
Cooperative,
Calloway, Carlisle, Marshall, Hickman, and McCracken counties in
Kentucky — and Henry and Weakley
counties in Tennessee, were re-elected
at the cooperative's annual members'
meeting Saturday evening at the
Mayfield Middle School Auditorium.
Re-elected to three year terms by
acclamation were George Stephenson,
Graves County, Hermon Darnell,
Calloway County, and Bill Futrell,
Marshall County.
Holdover trustees include Cortez Schmidt, Roy M. Lowe, John W. Galloway,
Graves County; Stanley Jones, Carlisle
County; Lassiter Hill, Calloway
County; and W. F. Cary, Henry County
Tennessee.
'Following the members' meeting, the
trustees met briefly and re-elected
Jones, president, Schmidt, vicepresident and secretary, and
Stephenson, treasurer.
ea. I:
.
111

The election of trustees was conducted, by Farland Robbins, attorney
for the cooperative. The financial
report was presented by Bethel
Richardson, the cooperative's auditor.
In his annual report to the members,
Glen B.Sears, general manager,gave a
brief history of the cooperative from
the date it was organized in 1951 to the
present time.
Sears said as of December 31, 1957 ten
exchanges in Kentucky were in
operation and four under construction
with approximately 1,350 subscribers.
The cooperative now has 18 exchanges
and serves 12,046 subscribers and has
2,030 miles of pole lind, and all subscribers have one party service.
The auditor's report indicated the
syst
Coottive's total cost of telephone
is $20,072,203. The total long
term debt to REA is $11407,2131, and the
total operatkan revenue in 1978 was
;2,165,582.
Door prizes were awarded at the
conclusion of the meeting and The
Alvey's from Paducah entertained.

1

testimony that he was not involved in a
conspiracy to kill Barrow. He said that
West, who told him he had earlier taken
nine "dimes" of "T", had told him that
night he would kill Eaker if he didn't
pay him the money he owed. Barrow
said that he never thought West would
actually kill Eaker.
is the street term for PCP or
phencyclidine, a Schedule III nonnarcotic. The drug is also known as
"angel dust."
7
_Barrow also testified that he matte-a-false statement the next morning to
Kentucky State Police detective
Eugene Spillman, Trooper Jim Bell and
Deputy Sheriff David Balentine
wsuiters_fairn the Murray Paving Co.are putting new blacktop surfaces on the playgrounds
NEW Buacrop
because he was "scared and confused."
all three of the Calloway County elein-inferschook.Pictinred are (from left) Ronnie Geurin, David Nance and
at
Other witnesses called to the stand
Sonny Britt spreading blacktop at Southwest Elementary.
today were Barrow's mother, Mn.
Staff Photo by Matt Sanders
Billie Faye Barrow; Murray Chief of,
Police Paul Jerry Lee; MurrayCalloway County Hospital pathologist
Dr. David Barrett; Calloway County
Attorney Max Parker; coroner Tommy
Walker; June Windsor; Kentucky State
Police detective Eugene Spillman;
Bonnie Powers, a 17-year-old who
witnessed the crime; and West's
girlfriend, Kathy Treas.
legislation when he holds a nationaPy
filled out by their bosses.
By FRANK CORMIER
Powers also took the stand Monday
broadcast news conference from the
energy,
attention
to
Turning
his
Associated Press Writer
afternoon and testified that she saw one
Room of the White House at 8 p.m.
East
Hill
top
was
Capitol
asking
Carter
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
of the defendants, West, shoot and kill
CDT Wednesday. The news conference,
Democrats for help in warding off
a
moving
with
mend
to
Carter,
fences
Eaker with a handgun on the night in
to be carried by ABC, CBS, NBC and
amendments that could significantly
Congress confounded by recent
question.
Associated Press Radio, will be his first s,
cut revenues from the. "windfall
upheavals—in his administration, aphere
since May 29 antlintly-bis second
tax
profits"
he
primary
NS*
envisions
The 17-year-old said that she was in pealed to his party's congressional
on prime-time,television.
source of financing for his tnassive
the front passenger seat of a car driven leaders today for help in preserving
Powell said the president scheduled
energy program.
by Eaker on Kentucky 1550 when West, legislation he considers "absolutely
the session in the evening to "provide
White House press secretary Jody
seated behind her, pulled the gun on essential" to his energy program.
an opportunity for people who do not
Powell said Monday the president feels
Eaker. Randy Barrow,also a defendant
Faced with the possible loss of tax
live on the Eastern Seaboard to watch
the "legislation is absolutely essenin the case and charged with con revenue; needed to finance his $142
it."
spiracy to commit murder and first billion energy blueprint, the president
Carter's confidential session Monday
Powell said the measure's full tax
degree hindering prosecution, was irr met with Democratic leaders at a White
with subordinates came after all senior
revenues are necessary if the goals
the back seat behind the driver ac- House breakfast and made his case for
executives in government and the
Carter outlined July 15 are to be met.
cording to Powers' testimony.
the legislation.
White House were asked by the
He said Carter is concerned about
Testimony in the trial, before Circuit
House Democratic Whip John
new chief of staff, Hamilton
president's
that
would:
proposed
amendments
Judge James M. Lassiter, began Brademas of Indiana said the meeting,
Jordan, to rate their underlings.
— Exempt independent producers
Monday afternoon following the seating also attended by White House chief of
The president, in his pep talk, called
from the tax, a move White House ofof a jury composed of eight men and staff Hamilton Jordan, focused on
the new evaluation process "necessary
ficials said would cost $35.8 billion in
four women and opening remarks by House and Senate timetables for action
and important" to his goal of
the first 10 years of the tax.
Ron on energy legislation.
attorney
commonwealth
reasserting presidential leadership,
— Exempt newly discovered oil,
Christopher. Ed Overbey and William
Brademas quoted Sen. Russell B.
sources who requested anonymity.
said
revenue
in
billion
another
$25.2
paring
Donald Overbey, attorneys for West, Long, D-La., chairman of the Senate
He was also quoted as saying aides
from the proposed levy, officials said.
and Haverstock, made no opening Finance Committee, as promising
should avoid making critical -private
The officials said a total of about $55
statements.
Congress would send Carter by Oct. 1
comments about members of Congress
would
lost
be
billion
if
passed
Congress
Prior to Powers' testimony, the an energy bill_ he would be "Food to
that might be interpreted as having
both amendments. If left as is the tax is
prosecution called Eaker's mother, sign."
official sanction.
expected to reap $142 billion in its first
Ramona Eaker, his brothers, Rodney
Later, Carter planned to meet with
Global uncertainty about the
decade.
and Gary Eaker, and his brother-in- many of the people he appointed to
of Carter's dramatic
significance
The
create
oil
excise
to
on
an
bill
tax
law, Tony Bayless, to the stand.
high-level jobs in Cabinet departments
moves to revive his presidency put new
Industry profits has already been apBayless said that when Eaker failed and independent agencies.
pressure on the dollar in world money
proved in the House and is now before
to pick him up after he got off work at
On Monday, he assured about 300
markets Monday as the price of gold
the Senate Finance Committee, which
Pagliai's as scheduled, he called the White House staff members that if they
bounced back over $300 an ounce.
the
work
by
to
it
on
hopes
complete
came
are competent, hard working and loyal,
Eaker residence. Rodney Eaker
With that in mind, Powell said Carter
4
Aug.
recess.
congressional
to pick up Bayless, and both brothers they have nothing to fear from the
nominate a new Federal Reserve
will
Carter
the
may
energy
broach
being
for
and Bayless drove around looking
controversial "report cards"
chief "without undue delay."
Board
Charles Eaker. The three found the
Carter last week tapped Federal
body of Eaker in the car loaned to him
Reserve Chairman G. William Miller to
by Bayless about 3 a.m. The car was
en Treasury Secretary W. Michael
replace
partially off the highway. They then
Blumenthal.
went to a house down the road to notify
Powell said the replacement of Miller
the ambulance and the police.
the central bank "will have our top
at
Bayless said that Eaker had been in
and will be the decision, the
priority
Pagliai's around 10:30 p.m. and that he
that is probably named
replacement,
had loaned him $25. Eaker told him that
first." ,
Powers was with him that night.
Powell said he and others at the
Bayless received a note while at work
House were encouraged b*,the
White
House
the
of
As
Mottl's
—
giving
AP)
amendment
the
WASHINGTON
to call Eaker at a certain number and
results of a new Gallup poll that inconstitutional
to
power
government
"ensure
equal"
a
on
vote
first
its
neared
he testified that West answered the
dicated 36 percent of 139 Americans
amendment to prohibit busing to S.. educational opportunities for all
See,MURDER,
questioned believe Carter's Cabinet
students."
desegregate schools, even the
Page 12, Column 6
and staff changes will help the country
,proposal's chief sponsor gave it only a
Mottl brought his proposal to the floor
fair chance of passage.
by employing a seldom-used and
"We have no better than a 50-50 rarely-successful parliamentary tactic.
chance," said Rep. Ronald Mottl, DOhio, of the amendment expected to
come up for a House vote today.
One Section-12 Pages
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill agreed,
it
see
can't
4
"I
telling reporters Monday,
Building Page
gathering two-thirds," the majority it
10,11
Classifieds .rss5
The 1979-80 general budget totaling
would need if it is to be sent to the
10
Comics
over $1.26 million was reviewed by
Senate.
10
Crossword
Calloway County Judge-Ex" oitive
If the Senate gave similar two-thirds
3
Dear Abby
NASHVILLE, _ Tenn. (aliP) —
,Robert 0. Miller Monday in a public
majority approval, the proposal would
12
Deaths &Funerals
a
and
Authorities arrested two men
arthg before the county fiscal-court.
be submitted to the states and 38 of
2
Dr. Lamb
woman in the aftermath of the Sunday
The budget's dollar figure Is subject
them would have to ratify the resolution
3
Horoscope
morning murder of an elderly conto some fluctuation, Miller said, as
for it to become part of the Constitution.
23
Local Scene
store cashier.
vience
into
amended
the
additional funds will be
Mottl's objective is to prevent
5
Opinion Page
Lloyd W. Curtis Jr., 22, is accused of
the budget as it becomes available.
67
busing of any public school pupil except
Sports
armed robbery and murder in the
A continuation of the 1978-79 budget,
to the school nearest his or her home.
slaying of Joseph Berry, 65. Danny
Miller said the new budget has a het
Although the target is busing used as a
Vaughn, 19, is alleged to have been an
increase of four percent, the maximum
desegregation tool, critics maintain the
Occasional rain and thunaccessory. Juanita King, 20, arrested
Increase allowable by House Bill 44
amendment also could end busing to
likely tonight and
derstorms
with Curtis, is accused of carrying a
without any adverse action (a
prevent overcrowding, busing of
Wednesday. Lows tonight in the
weapon.
referendum in next upcoming election). students to magnet schools and busing
low 70s. Highs Wednesday'in the
Berry, formerly of Murity, moved to
. However, due to the increase in
centers.
to special education
low to mid 80s. Winds southerly to
Nashville about three months ago. His
property assessment, taxes have been
Critics of the ,amendment also con10 mph. Rain chances 71hperSeent
Easy
and
Quick
body was found at the
decreased, Miller said.
tend its loose wording would allow
and Wednesday.
tonight
Market at about 3 a.m. Sunday. About
Over $667,000 was approptiated by
federal interference in education at the
.Ky Extended
jewelry
of
worth
$100 in-cash and $300
the fiscal *rows in igoinso for county
e'Pense oUn'sloc and localities.
The teartended lossoaat was taken.terfi apitairenilirrituSed
roads. Miller said hi'expects the same
To answer some of these criticisms
Thursday through Saturday calls
robber
the
and
register
cash
open the
amount will be spent for 1979-80.
and possibly gain a bit of support, Mottl
for considerable cloudiness,
removed it from the store.
There is $182,000 budgeted in the road
said he would accept a substitute
warm and humid with a chance of
Police stopped Curtis' car after a
fund from revenue sharing, Miller said. amendment from Rep. Marjorie Holt,
each day. Highs through the
rain
gasoline station operator noticed a
He added there is $266,000 in the general R-Md
will be in the 110s to low 90s,
period
customer with a weapon. Officers found
road fund. Miller again said the figures
The more tightly drawn language of
in the 60s to mid 70s
lows
with
the
money, jewelry and a weapon in
are subject to amendments as ad- her proposal would end busing for
trunk of the vehicle.
dttional funds become available
desegregation while deleting a segment

President Appeals To Congress
On Energy Program Legislation

Amendment To Prohibit
Desegregated School
Busing Has Fair Chance

1979-80 General
Budget Reviewed
By Judge-Executive

Authorities Arrest
Two Men, A Woman
In Berry Homicide

today's index

thunderstorms

- FINAL WEEKEND FOR PART — Elaine Bass of Memphis, Tenn., and foe
Dossett of Sacramento are shown in a scene from "Goodbye Charlie," the
final production of the summer season by the Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre (PART)at Murray State University. Curtain time for the comedy by
George Axelrod is 8 p.m. in the University Theatre of the Price Doyle fine
Arts Center for the final three performances Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, July 26-27-28. The third show of the season by PART, "Goodbye
Charlie" is the story of a recently deceased _man about town who is reinrarnated as a woman.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Tuesday,July 24
Wednesday,July 25
oak Grove WMU will meet
Ladies day events at the
5i id Pauline Story at 8 p.m.
Oaks Country Club will include golf with Burlene
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Brewer as hostess and bridge
the Woodmen of the World will
lnalou Francis as
have a salad supper at the with--hostess, both at 9:30 a.m.
home of Sara Alexander at
6:30p.m.
Murray Country Club
Ladies day events will include
Murray TOPS ( take off golf and tennis at 9 a.m. and
pounds sensibly) Club will ladies day luncheon at 12 noon.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Olive Streets.
Catholic Church will meet at
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
present a performance at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday,July 25
Bowling party for only
Rangers and Rangerettes of
the Woodmen of the World will
be held from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Library Girls and
Crafts Club will meet at 1 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Junior
Naturalist at 8:30 a.m. and
Leave It To Beaver at 2;30
p.m., both at Center Station.
Twilight. Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate performances at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

the rectory at 1:30 p.m.

Thursday,July 26
"Peter Pan" will be
presented by the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the CityCounty Park.
"Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.

Meeting will be at 10 a.m. at
the First Presbyterian Church
to organize and plan this
year's bazaar.

Ellis Center will' be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.
_

Wednesday,July 25
Murray-Calloway Swim
Team will meet at 1:15 p.m. at
the City-County Park Pool to
leave by bus for the swim
meet at Greenville at 5 p.m.
Each person should bring $6
for transportation fee plus
money'for the evening meal.

Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.

Annual
re-organizational
meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Volunteers will be held at 2
p.m. in the hospital cafeteria.
Thursday, July 26
Calloway County farmers
and other interested 'persons
are invited to a farm crops
tour starting at 9:30 a.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. Buses
will be provided for transportation to the farms. -

Land Between the Lakes
events ivill include Era Of Iron
Revisited at 2 p.m. at Center
Furnace; Parallels In Nature
at 2:30 p.m. at Center Station;
Hayride, limited to first 80
registrants, $1 fee, starting at
Center Station at 6:30 p.m.,
with reservations to be made
by 1 p.m. by calling 502-9245602.

Thursday,July 26
The Unit and Auxiliary
the Disabled American
Veterans are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Kiddie Fun Day is scheduled
at 11 a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club with Janice Nix,Suzanne
Oakley, Ann Watson, and
Carolyn Caldwell in charge of
arrangements.
Hazel Community Center
will open at,10 a.m. for activities by the ilaitel Senior
Citizens. Games will follow
/unch.
Group C

Ilri
Examine the hair loss
PARIS PATIENT
Elbert Neale of Murray has
been dismissed from the
County
Henry
General
DEAR DR. LAMB
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
have a problem that is very
traumatic to me. I'm a 27year-old woman and have a
7-year-old son. About twoand-a-half years ago I
NOW AT HOME
Tommy and Anna Workman started losing more hair
usual. Since then I've
were released July 18 fronythe than
been losing an extreme
Murray-Calloway County amount — much more than
Hospital after suffering in- 100 hairs a day. As a result,
juries in a car-truck collision my hair is thinning all over
near Browns Grove earlier but mostly in the temple
this month. Their son, Jerry area and on top.
I notice that most of it is
Workman, was also injured new
hair only three to five
but was not hospitalized.
inches long with some longer. There does not seem to
be much of a root on the lost
hair like I remember years
ago when I was younger.
Heredity wise, my father's
side had thin hair. He saystt- may be due to poor diet and I
Haverstock.
will do anything just so I
Pairings for Friday are as don't have a tub full of hair
follows:
like I do now. I do not blow
Court One-Yvonne Hamby, dry my hair and wash it
Brannon, Sandy every day or every other
Sandy
Coleman, and Nancy Fan- day. I tried going three or
four days thinking that the
drich.
loss of oil from too much
Adkins,
Two-Marilyn
Court
washing might be the probJoy Waldrop, Lori Rushing, lem, but that didn't help
and Annie Knight.
either. I've even considered
Court ...Three-Beverly a hair transplant if I had
Spann, Lita Rushing, Sheila information on the results
and the location and the
Grogan,and Norma Frank.
expense. I would appreciate
Anyone needing a substitute any comments you have on
may call Lashlee Foster, 753- this devastating problem.
8678.
DEAR READER —

Of Ladies Tennis For
Murray Club SchedulesPlay
Group C of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray Country
Cliib will play on Thursday
and Friday at 9:30 a.m. at the
club courts.
Pairings for Thursday are
as follows:
Court One-Kathy Mattis,
Renee Wynn, Ann Haney, and
Kathy Newton.
Court Two-Frances Hulse,
Carol Hibbard, Mug Rigsby,
and Janie Rj'an.
Three--Betty
-Court
Buckingham, Sue McCoart,
Annie Knight, and Linda
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You've touched on an irnportent point, whether your hair
is breaking off leaving the
root or follicle intact or
whether the root of the hair
is coming out too. This is an

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
important distinction and
your letter really doesn't
settle it.
Hair that breaks off is
sometimes caused by inherited structural abnormalities of the hair itself. It's
also apt to occur in people
who engage in hair straight-

other women the estrogen in
some birth control pills
helps prevent this form of

baldness.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 12-6,

Hair Care, to give you more
information on this subject.
Other readers who want this

ening. In these instances, issue can send 75 cents by

the broken off hair may only
be an inch or an inch-and-a-

half long and it looks like a
brush. Constant wearing of a
tight cap may also contribute to this problem.
Certain hair styles, particularly tight pony tails and
braids, that put tension on
the hair can contribute to
breaking hair.
- If you're truly shedding
hair, roots and all, you may
have a form of androgenetic
alopecia. This is a common
form of baldness and it's
caused by tuaw the individual
hair follicles process sex

check or coin with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this

newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
I think anyone who has a
baldness problem should see
a dermatologist. It's important to examine the hair loss
and to be certain that there's
no underlying medical condition that may be contributing to it.

hormones. This is an inherited characteristic and each
follicle has its own genes to

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Buford Winchester of
determine this. Of course, Murray has been dismissed
it's more Common in men from the Western Baptist
and it causes male pattern Hospital, Paducah.
baldness. Usually the hair
follicles are still alive but
they produce rudimentary
short hair which is mostly
fuzz rather than the usual
decorative crop that most
people want.
Birth control pills can contribute to the problem if they
contain a reasonable
amount of progesterone, the
other female hormone besides the estrogen group. In

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs. Sadie Bucy of
Puryear, Tenn.

To
Mrs.
Tucke
severa
June
elude t
A h
held a
of the
Peopll
Smith
Edwa
and I
haste
Cak:
punch
refre
with a
roses,
green;
Jewel
App
were a
A a
at th:
Loan
Kim'

and
hoste•
Ref
drin •
serve.
with 1
and a ,

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Mary Force of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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MURRAY TWIRLERS who competed in the Ky. Lakeland Twirling Pageant display
their trophies won that day. Front Row, Mary Ann Todd, Melissa Adams, Wendy
Smotherman, Back Row, Shannon Wrye, Mich Holcomb, Nanette Wynn, Teresa
Storey, Lee Holcomb, Beth Ann Leslie.
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WINNERS IN the recent Miss Kentucky Lakeland Majorette Pageant held in Murray
were: Front row- Michelle Spann, Trade Humphrey Back Row - Tina Baker, Lisa Robin.
son, Shelley Howell.
•
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LOCAL TWIRLERS of the Sandy Coleman Twirling Academy display their trophies
won at the recent competition held at the Calloway County Gymnasium. Front Row Michelle Stinnett, Dina Fazzi, Second Row. Peggy Chadwick, Jennifer Collins, Takina
Bomar, Back Row, Amy Wallis, Angel Adams, Mitzi Boggess, Mitzie McDougal, Tammy Barlow.
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Bridal Events Are Held
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Approximately 20 persons
Mrs. Jeff Henson, nee Gail
Tucker, was honored with were present or sent gifts.
several events prior to her
An afternoon miscellaneous
June 16th wedding. They inshower was held at the home
clude the following:
of Mrs. Alfred Duncan with
A household shower was Mrs. Duncan, Mrs. James C.
held at the Conunwiity Room Wilson, and Mrs. Al Barrow as
of the North Branch of the hostesses.
The honoree opened her
Peoples Bank with Mrs. J. R.
Smith,
Mrs.
William gifts. Refreshments of party
Edwards, Mrs. James Tucker, sandwiches, nuts, mints, cake,
and Mrs. Prentice Tucker as and punch were served from a
lace covered table centered
hostesses.
Cake, nuts, mints, and with a bride statuette.
Approximately 3C persons
punch were served from the
refreshment -table centered were present or sent gifts.
with an arrangement of yellow
A household shower was
roses, baby's breath, and
greenery, arranged by Mrs. held at the Bank of Marshall
County lounge, Benton, with
Jewell McCallon.
Approximately 42 persons Mesdames Cecil Owens,
Charles Driver, Ronald
were present or sent gifts.
Driver, Ricky Driver, Jim
A personal shower was held Henson, Jackie Willie, Joe
at the Federal Savings and Lovett, Ed Colson, Johnny
Loan Community Room, with O'Daniel, Wilburn Henson,
Kim Smith, Stephanie Wyatt, and Donald Henson as
and Debra Crabtree as hostesses.
The honored couple opened
hostesses.
Refreshments of cake, soft their gifts followed by refreshdrinks, nuts, and mints were ments of cake, nuts, mints,
served from a table centered and punch being served.
Approximately 80 persons
with an arrangement of blue
were present or sent gifts.
and apricot silk daisies.

Your Individual (e7)?
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 25, 1979
What kind of day will busy round of social activity,
you'll want some privacy with
tomorrow be? To find out what
dear ones in the p.m.
the stars say, read the
VIRGO
forecast given for your birth
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Sign.
Unexpected news may catch
you off guard. Despite an
ARIES
occasional interruption, you'll
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19:
accomplish much in private
Peak experiences on the
and behind the scenes.
lighter side of life. Creative
LIBRA
projects and romantic interests bring pleasure. Invite ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
A minor hassle about money
others over for p.m.
shouldn't mar what should be
TAURUS
a happy round of social ac( Apr. 20 to May 20) b
tivity. Communication with
'A friend may have a useful
friends leads to new plans.
tip re property matters. New
SCORPIO
possessions brighten up the
Family ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeVfront.
home
Downplay . your idiosyndiscussions are joyful.
crasies and concentrate on
GEMINI
furthering career goals.
May 21 to June 20)
The mood of a co-worker
Today's groundwork will lead
could upset you, but you have
to future financial gains.
to
of
mind
the presence
SAGITTACIUS
change the vibration. Accent (
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
on self-expression and comDon't get upset over a minor
.
munication
change in future plans. The
CANCER
for travel,
0 outlook is bright
(June 21 to July 221 18
academic interests, and selfIntuition re money-making
promotion projects.
projects should be followed on.
CAPRICORN
New clothes will brighten your
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19) la
spirits and bring out the best
Not a good time for
in your personality.
collecting money due from
LEO
friends, but overall you can
( July 23 to Aug. 22)4
take important steps towards
Success in matters of
future financial security.
friendship and love. After a
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
. A sudden change in plans
could upset a close one, but
before day's end you'll make it
up to them. The accent is on
harmony with loved ones.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Trust intution re work
Summeor Sale
projects despite objections of
an adviser. Attend to
Bamboo Gardens
household chores, and let
1914 Coldwater Rd
younger members pitch in and
lp out.
0

up%
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'ay
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PIER I WORTS is pleased to
announce that Denise Huie,
bride-elect of Ronnie Nelson
has chosen hel home accessories from our Bridal
Registry for .Decorative Accessories.

Pier 1 imports

By Abigail Van Buren
—

Letter Fans
A Camp Fire
DEAR ABBY: A 12-year-old girl signed CAMP HATER
for
wrote that she was being "forced" to go to summer camp
Also
two months. She said she went last year and "hated it." that
that her parents kept telling her how "lucky" she was
they
they could afford to send her, but she felt as though
months.
two
for
her
of
just wanted to get rid
her
She asked you what to do, and you told her to get over
ss
negative attitude and go. Then you added the meaningle
make
they
as
time
a
good
as
about
have
people
"Most
cliche:
up their minds to have."
a
I disagree totally with your answer, Abby. When I was
it at
boy, my parents made me go to summer camp. I hated
first, although later I learned to like it.
too
The mistake my parents made was in sending me
whole
young. I was only 8 when I was sent away for two
loved
months. If they had waited until I was 10,1 would have
it. Please print this.
ME IN MILWAUKEE
DEAR ME: My mail is running overwhelmingly against
me and in favor of the CAMP HATER. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I am an old camp counselor, so I believe
were
CAMP HATER when she said she thought her parents
feeling a
trying to get rid of her for two months. That's the
had
lot of my camp-haters had; after meeting their parents,I
kids.
the
with
to agree
year
Sending kids to camp for two months as firstto
campers is unwise. They should be sent to a camp closer
home for a week to see how they get along.
GRANDMA IN AHAHEN
ve?
DEAR ABBY: Are you and your twin sister competiti
CURIOUS IN CANADA
•
DEAR CURIOUS: Certainly. Everyone who pursues
1.
No.
be
career would like to
I think Avis deserves a pat on the back for trying harder,
but I'd rather be Hertz.
Pam)
DEAR ABBY: One of our co-workers (I'll call her (I'l)
recently moved into a new home. Two other co-workers
decided
them Mary and Donna) who are NM's best friends
Office
to surprise her with a housewarming gift from "The
Gang."
Without consulting anyone in the office, Mary and Donna
names
bought an expensive lamp. signed all the co-workers' pay
on the card, the collected from everyone in the office to
for it!
start
I kicked in my share because I didn't want to
half.
anything. But I was so mad I could have bitten a nail in
Pam,
I appreciated Mary and Donna wanting to surprise
but not at my expense.
-.Did I do the right thing? I certainly don't feel any better.
MAD IN GREENWOOD
DEAR MAD: No. I think you should have told Mary and
Donna that because you weren't consulted beforehand, and
gave no one permission to sign your name on the card, you
owed nobody anything. And, furthermore, if and when you
decide to warm Pam's house, you'll do it your way.
Problems? Youll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, sell-addressed
envelope.

753-1851

Miss Ann Tutt, Aug. 11th
bride-elect of Charles Robert
Hiter, has been honored with
several prenuptial events.
They include the following:
Friends and family were
present on June 30 at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main Streets,
Murray, for a bridal shower
with Albie Tutt, Hazel Tutt,
Nadine McCallon, Mary Nell
Barnett, and Robbie Paschall
as hostesses.
The bride-electeher mother,
Mrs. Carlos 0. -Tuft, and the
groom-elect's mrrther, Mrs.
Charles Brooks Hiter, were
presented corsages of gardenias by the hostesses.
The couple, Ann Tutt and
Chuck Hiter, opened their
gifts. The hostesses presented
the couple with a white bedspread.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, nuts, and mints were
served. The guest register was
kept by Mrs. Pat McCallon.

Yes We're Having A

Pre-

T
IV

The
honor.
of
maid
Miss Kimberly Jan Johnson,
bridesmaids were Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sandra Crittendon and Miss
James S. Johnson, was
Susan Crittendon. They wore
married to Ernest Gene Dodd,
dresses of yellow polyester
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
styled with a ruffle
satabuater
Dodd, all of Murray, on
shoulder neckline trimmed
off
Friday, June 15, at 7 p.m. at
with yellow satin ribbon. The
the Goshen United Methodist
gathered skirts flowed to the
Church.
floor with ruffles around the
The Rev. Julian Warren
bottom of the dresses. Thir
officiated at the ceremony.
headpieces were crowns of
Audrey Conley presented a
white daisies and yellow roses
program of nuptial music,
baby's breath.
and
accompanied by Dave Latto
The flower girl was Miss
on the guitar. Selections inTabethia Johnson, niece of the
cluded "Stairway to Heaven"
bride, who wore a dress
and "Love Story" for the
identical to that of the atand
lighting of the candles
tendants. She dropped yellow
seating of the mothers.
rose petals from a white
Theresa Walker, vocalist,
wicker basket.
sang "If" and "He Touched
The maid of honor,
wedding
The
tsaditional
Me."
s, and flower girl
bridesmaid
marches were used for the
flowers of yellow silk
had
the
and
processional
roses, whie daisies, and
recessional.
baby's breath with yellow_
The family pews were
.
streamers
candles,
with
marked
Sarile served as best
Roger
greenery, and yellow ribbon.
man. Groomsmen were Allen
The altar was decorated with
and Greg Morgan,
Stone
a fifteen branched cancousin of the groom. The
with
trimmed
delabrum
ushers were Don Johnson,
greenery and yellow daisies
brother of the bride, and Terry
flanked
ribbons,
with yellow
Lovett, brother-in-law of the
on each side by spiral candles
Mr. and Mrs. Ern
groom.
and baskets of yellow daisies
cutwhite
a
wore
The groom
cousin ot the bride.
and carnations, along with
a-way tuxedo with tails and a
The bride's table
greenery and baby's breath.
'white ruffled shirt. His overlaid with a white
tin
The wedding was directed
boutonniere was a yellow silk cloth with yellow rib
at
by Mrs. Betty Dodd, aunt of
rosebud with baby's breath. the corner. The thre iered
the groom.
The other men were dressed in wedding cake was d orated
Bride's Dress
yellow and black tuxedoed and in yellow with col
s and
by
her
The bride, escorted
their boutonnieres were centered in the col • s was a
father and given in marriage
yellow silk rosebuds.
statuette.
bride and groo
by. her parents, wore a wedFor the wedding Mrs.
ding gown of satin and chiffon Johnson wore a floor length Topping the ca were white
and yellow
fashioned with a rounded gown of apricot with a mat- wedding bel
roses.
neckline and caped sleeves
ching jacket trimmed with
A brass 16owl filled with
trimmed with lace and pearls.
lace. The groom's mother yellow s
roses, white
A cummerbund of lace and chose to wear a floor length
baby's
pearls and a full a-line skirt gown of light pink with a high daisies, eenery, and
brass
by
lanked
breath
fell into a chapel train trim- neckline of illusion. They had
holders/with long white tapers
med with lace and pearls.
corsages of gardenias.
centered the table. Punch was
Her elbow length veil of
The bride's grandmother,
nylon silk illusion was at- Mrs. James Stone, and the served from a cut glass punch
tached to a circle silk floral groom's grandmothers, Mrs. bowl.
iss Rhonda Garland kept
covered headpiece. Her Bert Dodd and Mrs. Ernest
e
register at the table
t
opal
of
consisted
jewelry
Morgan, had corsages of white
verlaid with a white satin
earrings belonging to the carnations.
/cloth and adorned with a
groom's mother, and a gold
Reception
wicker basket of yellow silk
chain with gold hearts. The
The bride's parents were
veil and gown were designed hosts for the reception held/n roses;__ _white daisies, and
baby's breath. .
and fashioned by the groom's the fellowship hall of
e
After the reception the
mother.
church.
left for a short wedding
couple
She carried a white orchid
Serving the guests /were trip to Nashville, Tenn. They
arranged with greenery and
Mrs. Don Johnson, sister-inin blue jeans and
baby's breath with white law of the bride, Mrs. Terry were attired
brown terry cloth shirts.
streamers tied with love
Lovett, sister of the groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Dodd are now
knots.
Miss Vanessa Stone, at home at 1608 College Farm
and
Miss Brenda Adams was the

A
t Gene Dodd
Road, Murray.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Ernest Morgan and Glen,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Morgan
and Greg, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Morgan and Michelle, Mrs.
Earl Morgan and Kim, Kelly,
and Kevin, Wingo; Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Warren, Mrs.
Roger Davidson and Kendra,
Martin, Tenn.; Mrs. Thomas
Maddox and Jessica, Fulton;
Mrs. John Harmon and Mrs.
Elizabeth Warren,Lone Oak.
• Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dodd
entertained with a rehearsal
dinner at the fellowship hall of
the Goshen Church.
The tables were decorated
with yellow cloths and bud
vases of yellow silk roses.
Place cards were marked for
the bridal couple and the
wedding party.
The bridal couple presenter
gifts to their attendants.
POT LUCK
OSPRINGE,England( AP) —
A housewife recently paid
about 625 for three antique coffee pots. Stuffed inside one of
the pots she found about 6250.

Miss Ann Tutt Honored
With Prenuptial Events

Another event held for the
bride-elect was a personal
shower given bs, Mary Tutt,
Bobbie Smith, and Sherry
Crawford at the home of Mr.

Be! Air Center

Johnson and Dodd Wedding
Vows Read At Goshen Church

DEWRir
Mark-Down

It's too hot to shop on the sidewalk so come buy in cool corn_

and Mrs. Carlos 0. Tutt on
Tuesday, July 3.
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of mini-pink
carnations. Mrs. Carlos 0.
Tutt, mother of the honoree,
was presented a corsage of
daisies.
After a period of games and
conVersation, refreshments of
cake, punch, and other party
foods were served to the
guests.
was
bride-elect
The
presented a white gown and
matching robe by the
hostesses.
.•
The Community Room of
the Federal Savings and Loan,
Murray, was the scene for a
church-wide, Scotts Grove
Baptist, shower held on
Friday, July 20, with Edna
Vance, Sue Outland, Polly
McGinnis, Diane Barnett,
Faye Hoke, and Maudeen
Cohoon as hostesses.
was
The
bride-elect
presented a corsage of pink
carnations by the hostesses
who also presented Mrs.
Carlos 0. Tutt, mother of the
bride-elect, a corsage of blue
silk poppies, and Mrs. Charles
Brooks Hiter, mother of the
groom-elect, a corsage of
white silk poppies.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served. The pest register was
kept by Mrs. Gary Evans.
The hostesses presentee;
Miss Tutt and Mr. Hiter, who
also was in attendance, a
place setting of their chosen
pattern of China.

We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
days, but
You don't get many services these
Convenient
there's one that's still available.
Ledger &
home delivery of The Murray
Times,every day.
The Murray
Give us a call now and we'll have
you.
to
delivered
Ledger SE Times
Murray
Like we said, it's guaranteed. If your

Ledger & "'Imes ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:30-6
PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger di Times to your door that
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange Lor our guaranteed
"house call" service. All it takes is a phone
call.
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FLOOR

PLAN

'1A 1108 H

AN ATRIUM WITH A DECORATIVE pool leads into the
foyer of this contemporary house. The large.'sunken living
room has a cathedral ceiling, a fireplace. and a rear wall of
fixed-glass panels with a sliding glass door to the patio. To
the right of the foyer is the Kivate zone containing three
bedrooms. Plan HA1108H has 1,540-square-feet. For more
information write-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope-to Homes for Living. 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest
Hills, N.Y.. 11375.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
A patio at the rear of your
house can turn an ordinary
backyard into a delightful place
to relax entertain or dine.
Patios can be made of all
kinds of materials, including
concrete, wood or brick.
There are some persons who
favor brick, but do not want to
be bothered with the mortar
work required to hold the
bricks in place nor with the expense of having the job done
professionally. Their solution is
a mortarless brick patio. whicbutilizes sand and requires no
previous skill in the handling of
the brick but does call for a bit
of core and patience-..
_
The first thing that must be
done is to level the ground and
loosen any hard soil so as not
to interfere with proper drainage. Keep in mind that you will
need a long level to see that the
bricks are pitched the tiniest
bit to allow rain water to flow
off the patio and that you
should deckle before you start
what kind of design you want.
You can make- any design
you want or simply place the
bricks alongside each other. If
any but the simplest layout is
desired, a crude sketch of the
design should be kept nearby so
that it can be referred to when
necessary.
In leveling the dirt, allow
about two inches for the bed of
sand that will serve as a kind
of foundation for the bricks.
The edging or curbing can be
bricks, redwood, pressuretreated wood, railroad ties or
anything that strikes your fan-

cy.
The bed can be the kuld of
sand bought at a lumber yard
or building supply dealer or it
can be five parts of the same
sand mixed with one part of
Portland cement Either way,
the bed is installed dry
The previously mentioned patience is needed because each
brick most be laid in place by
hand. Be sure each one is set
firmly in place and that the top
of one is level with the top of
the next. Keep that level close
at hand and use it often
When all the bricks are in
place, pour more sand into the
joints. Use a pushbroom to
sweep it into the openings, going over the whole thing a secondlitne until the joints seem
fairly solid.
Next, get the garden hose
and set the nozzle at a spray
setting. Water the entire patio.
When you finish, you will find
that, in most cases, the water
has caused some of the sand to
sink a bit. Repeat the process

of pushing sand into the joints
with a pushbroom Water again
and, if necessary, repack the
joints a third time. This may.
sound like a lot of work, but
this stage of the project is
child's play -compared with the
ailation of the bricks.
actual
Your ick patio is ready to
walk on
t you will have to
keep an ye on it, especially
after a avy rain. If there is
no heavy rain for a couple of
weeks. bring out the hose again
and provide your own rain.
In a patio of this type, you
occasionally will have to reset
a brick or two or perhaps put
more sand into some of the
joints, but if the job is done
carefully without haste, it will
stand up well over the years. -

-

Ouurrs

1 492-87571

We're a jack-of-all-trades when it
comes tvemodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team
of men who will get the job done...

Murray Remodeling
753-5167
INV
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Saving Water Is Saving Money
In recent months the plumbihg systems in our homes
have been the subject of
numerous articles. Nationally, household withdrawal
of water amounts to 15 billion
gallons a day. Quite a significant quantity until you
find out it is only about 4%
of the 400 billion gallons used
daily for all porposes. Nevertheless there are savings to
be made to help maintain
our pure water supplies and
also reduce home fuel costs.
American-Standard, one
of the world's largest manufacturers of plumbing prod-

Do-it-yourselfers will find
Andy Larig's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," very
helpful. It can be obtained by
sending $1.50 to this newspaper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
ROOF FOR YOUR HOME

Country Kitchens Are Coiy Places
store rather than kitchen as
By BARBARA StAl'ER
laboratory.
AP Newsleatures
Why are they so popular in
You can take the kitchen out
an age dominated by techcan't
country.
you
But
of the
nology?•
take the country out of the
Ellen Cheever,a Sacramento,
kitchen.
Calif., designer, suggests that,
phrasing
That's one way of
"The symbols of the past seem
the fact that country-style
more secure than the turbulent
popular
kitchens are the most
1970s. The country kitchen
cross-seckind, according to a
helps to satisfy the need to retion of American kitchen deturn to an earlier period."
signers.
Ms. Cbeever distinguishes
Country kitchens tend to be
several basic styles of country
oozy, even slightly cluttered,
kitchen desired by her clients.
places with utensils, pots and
There are rustic kitchens which
d docoratiop _encompass-surlylp_t_ne sana
o jects in view. They convey
, the- idea of ititehen- a& °matey-- English fudor, country French
and Spaitish styleOther kitchens in demand are
romantic kitchens in art
nouveau, Pennsylvania Dutch
or Victorian style. Formal
kitchens of a traditional kind
could be in Louis XIV or Louis
XV style or in traditional Italian style.
No matter what the style,
REFINISHING &
country kitchens all have something in common.
CUSTOM BUILT 19RNI1URE
"They have die aura of the
hearth.
A country kitchen is an
Refinishing 8 Repc.0
eat-in
kitchen, the center of
•Cus t3T
Furn1h, e
family
living and the place
•Ant,que 'trots Hoy-aware
family and friends tend to con•Custom Bu,ltk, chen C-ib,nefs
gregate," explains Janine Newlin, a kitchen designer from
Chappaqua, N.Y.
To achieve the country kitchen look,interior designers specify wood cabinetry, rather than
Ht.y.641 So
metal or plastic laminate, and
Murray,Ky
use such materials as tile and
butcher block for countertops,
as well, as traditional fabrics

C

CertainTeed Glassguard rooting shingles otter the homeand wallcoverings. Then they
owner rustic good looks. Class A tire rating and exceptional
add the final touches in the
durability The fiber glass-based asphalt roofing shingles
form of antiques of the period
come with a limited 20-year warranty.
or reproductions.
Among the strongest trends
Selecting the correct roof for warded them its Class S'A'
noticed by kitchen designers is
the desire of clients to have
your home involves both fire rating, the highest rating
their kitchens open to the famipractical and aesthetic con- possible.
ly room in a combined dining
siderations. Durability, safety
Once practical consideraand activities center.
and appearance should each tions have narrowed the exilAmong specific features
play a part in the decision. ing choice, the homeowner
sought nowadays are greenOf paramount importance should seek the best "look"
house windows where plants
and herbs can grow year-round,
to most homeowners is a roof for his home.Color,texture.
wine storage racks, quarry tile
which promise&long.life and and visual effect are all imfloors, low-maintenance wood ----Minimum maintenance. Fi- portant.
ber glass-based asphalt shinAlmost every color of the
serving area so that informal
gles are exceptional in this rainbow is available in today's
• ing for
the-famiregard. They are-made with marketplace to create any
ly can take place in the kitchen.
a fiber glas bonded mat which effect desired. CertainTeed.
The advent of the cooking
cannot deteriorate, and as a br -example. offers shades
couple or cooking families has
result, these shingles resist with names like "bronzed
given rise to the design of
blistering, curting, warping brown," "golden tan." and
kitchens in which two or more
and rot.
"antique olive." which blend
persons can cook at the same
The added durability of naturally with the surroundtime.
"1 find it emotionally satisFiber glass-based asphalt shin- ings. The homeowner can
fying to design a country kitchgles is implicit in their longer select a color which compleen," noted Janine Newlin,
warranty. CertainTeed Glass- ments or contrasts with the
thereby summarizing the aptex.for example. is warranted inunediateenvininrnent. Anpeal of country kitchens.
for 25 years. in contrast to tique olive, for example,
the 15 year warranty com- would complement a wooded
Under Construction
mon to most conventional background. particularly in
If the home you're evaluating
asphalt shiniles._
a warm climate where leaves
Still is under construction.
Depending upon the ir-rCa
remain
- trees year
you maybe able _to influence _ _
(ion the home-.safety may - around. •
such things as insulation R-IX evert Morelniportaitt than
Tl* -color -11-beffirvalues, weather stripping and
durability in choosing the decided. other attributes
caulking applications, and
proper roof.
Should also be considered.
heating and cooling unit perSome roofing materials. Shingles with textured surformance. Improved insulasuch' as wood 'shingles or faces can add depth.distinction and more efficient meshakes,are highly inflamma- tion and' visual interest to a
chanical components may
ble. Paticularly in wooded roof. CerlainTeed Glasstex.
-add slightly to* htftnesiThtial
,.areas with, high fire risks. for exafible,creates shadows
cost, but the savings year
untreated wood shingles can 'which fall across the roof to
after yearwill be well worth
result in tragedy. Such was give a three-dimensional efthe initial investment,.
the case in last year's South- fect. breaking up the "flat"
ere California brush fire&
appearance.
To 'attain the wood-look
Roofing shingles can also
without the wood problems. help create optical Illusions"
Storm Windows
modern roofing technology as well. A small house SituEven if you live in a relatively
has come to the rescue by ated on a very large lot can
warm (air caeditioning) clideveloping fire resistant. fiber be made to look much bigger
mate, storm.I.Pows and
glas.s-based asphalt shingles by selecting a light-colored
a sound
doors may also
which simulate the appear- roof. Conversely, a large
investment. Properly caulked
ance Of wood. They offer house on a small lot can be
and weather stripped storm
the horneovmer an attraAve. scaled down by means of a
windows and doors,accordtextured appearance and dark-colored roof.
ing to the Federal Energy
complete peace of mind.
For more information on
Administration, can reduce
CertainTeed Glasstex and roofing. write to the Certainheating and deiolingcosts by
Glassguard are so effective 'Teed Home Institute. P.O.-up to IS percent.
in resisting fire that Under- Box 860, Valley Forge. PA
writers Laboratories has a- 14482.

vets,has developed a fa
line whichhabuilt-in flov.
restrictors. These faucets.
available for both kitchen
and bathroom, reduce the
flow of water from the usual
1
2at
six gallons a minute to 3/
80 psi. The result is a savings
of nearly 50% of the water
normally used.
- -Mott users of restricted.
_float_fittingsreport no feeling
of frustration at all when
washing hands or rinsing
dishes. The water they were
wasting was not even misNed.
And when the sasings are
translated into fuel-saving

dollar). hoiTheovaters L•an

Since bathing and waszurig
in the average family consumes about 37% of the
household water, it is important to look for methods of
conservation here. too. Another American:Standard_
des ice. the Aquamizer. can
Save the average-family of
[slur as much al
water used in showering.
Again, the savings can be
converted into lower fuel
casts, water costs and in sane
areas, lower sewer charges.
Rounding off the watersaving devices -are three
'water-saving toilet modelsoksigned to flush on approximately one-third less water
than conventional toilets.
-['he round front Cadet and
mail. Its toll-free number is
Plebe water-saving toilets
iaooi 523-2929 in the continental
hase a slightly shorter bowl
United States with the exthan the Elongated Cadet.
ception of Pennsylvania, where
The elongated styling proit is 1800) 462-4963. In Alaska
and Hawaii, it's SOO) 523-4700.
vides greater comfort,as well
as a larger water surface for
Q. - I am a .golfer who has
improved sanitation.
had a favorite driver for many
The savings on energy
years. A chip has fallen out of
the. wooden had. I would like
costs for heating hot water
to fix it myself, but I sin not
in the home are probably
sure how to go about it 1 have
the easiest to check and
thought of different kinds of
To make sure they
_evaluate.
wood fillers, but I am afraid
are not wasting hot water
the impact of the club head
and heating fuels,consumers
against the ball would knock
out the patch lk.) you have any...... should also check- temperasuggestions'
ture settings for hot water
A. — I know your problem
supplies. Normal temperaThis is how to handle it Use
tures should be in the 135
epoxy cement well mixed with
degree. - 140 degree range.
wood sawdust for the patch. If
u
wnalteer
ss you have a dishwasher
it is an irregular opening in the
head of the club, the mixed mathat specifically needs higher
terial mall livid
temperatures.

Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I went to our local savings and loan association the
other day to inquire about the
new variable rate mortgages
but was told it hadn't decided
yet whether it would deal in
them. It is a federally chartered association, so I cannot
understand why it does nbt
have to handle such mortgages.
I thought it was a federal law
starting July 1st of this year.
Am I wrong'
A. --- First. because some
readers may riot be familiar
with that type of mortgage, it
is the kind in which the interest
rates move up and down in line
with a national index of costs.
You are wrong in one respect,
correct in another. The federal
law did go into effect July 1st,
but it is_nat compuLsory_
mits the associations to offer
the special mortgages, but dues
not force them to do so Incidentally, in California and a
few other states, variable rate
mortgages have been offered
for some. In the case of your
local organization, the chances
are that it wants to wait to see
how hot the water is If it develops that competitive associations are doing well with the
new mortgages, it undoubtedly
will enter the market.
Q. - Some time ago, you
carried a telephone number
where any kind of information
about solar heating and cooling
could be obtained. I didn't save
the clipping, but now need the
number. Could,you repeat it'
A. - The National Solar Information Center was established by Congress in 1976. It
answers questions by phone or,
when research is required, by

30 Day Special!
Counter top of your choice

FREE

with a completely remodeled
kitchen.
Call Us For
More Information

Harmon & Binkley
Construction Co.
South 4th St. Beside Murray Drive-In

753-4124
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Free Estimates
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You can quietly nestle Frost Green into a fashionably moothrOrnatiC Color scheme
n
Accent Frost Green fixtures waft s bright and busy Otialia,
.
quilt wallpaper Blend with.
subtly textured ceramic tile and match with a green leather Toni counter-lea
Then
undwicor•
It all with crisp lettuce and 1017104 olored accessories and
towels.
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Consumer Comment

Looking Back
10 I ears Ago
The Tennessee Valley Authority has
announced an Increase in electric rates
effective Aug. 1, just five months after
an eight per cent hike. The new increases, ranging from two to six per
cent for homeowners and to as high as
eight per cent for industries, were
announced last night.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Robert
Carrie E.) Davis, 76.
The Murray State University Summer Concert Band will present a
concert tonight at the new University
School auditorium. Prof Paul W.
Shahan will be the director, but John
Graham of Greenville will guest conduct one selection, Handers Prelude
and Frighetta.
Murray beat Paducah National and
Fort Campbell beat Fulton in play in
the [Attie League All Stars Baseball
Tournament here.
Winners of the first Ladies
Invitational Golf Tournament at the
Oaks Country Club were Mary Jane
Harris, Paducah, champion, Saundra
Edwards, Oaks, runnerup, Betty
Vowel, Fulton, third, Wanda Mullinax,
Paducah, fourth, and Ann Hoffman,
Mayfield, fifth.

Robert F.Stephens
Attorney General

Small Claims Court
Can Help On Problems
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If you are unable to settle a consumer
defendant by certified or registered
complaint, then take the law into your
mail, or sheriff's fees if the defendant
own hands and sue in the Small Claims
must be personally served. Remember,
Division of District Court.
however, if you win the case the
The Kentucky Small Claims Court
defendant can be charged for these
became effective Jan. 2, 1978. It will
''court costs."
assist consumers and businesses in
If you receive notice you are being
settling disputes of $500 or less.
sued in the Small Claims division, do
The Small Claims Division was
not fail to appear at the hearing. A
designed so that consumers or
default judgment can be rendered
businesses with claims of $500 or less
against you if you fail to appear or if
can file a claim or defend themselves
you are not granted a continuance by
without the assistance of an attorney.
the ('ourt.
However, you can employ an attorney
To prepare for your appearance at
to handle your case if you desire.
the small daims hearing, collect all
The procedures used in the Small evidence in support of your position,
Claims Division Court are simple and
including contracts, letters, sales
informal. The two parties involved in
receipts, damaged goods or pictures.
the dispute go to court at the designated
Bring any witnesses you wish to call on
time and tell their sides of the
your behalf.
disagreement to the judge. The judge
Present only those facts involved in
listens to each side, then makes a your case in a concise andorganized
decision based on the law governing the manner. You may Want to visit the
facts presented. No juries are used in court and watch a hearing before your
the Small Claims Division.
own hearing date to better understand
To file a claim in the Small Claims this court's procedure.
Division follow these steps:
The Small Claims Division of District
(11 Go to the office of the circuit court Court is an efficient and inexpensive
clerk in the county where the defendant way to settling consumer complaints if
lives or does business. If the dispute your claim is $500 or less. You are
arose from a sale which was made in limited to bringing 25 claims per year.
your home, you can sue in the county in You must be 18 years of age or older,or
which you live.
represented by a parent or legal
(2) Complete the Small Claims' guardian, to file a complaint.
Complaint Form which the clerk will
You can obtain a free brochure
provide. You will need to supply the prepared by the Attorney General's
following information:
office on "How to Use the Small Claims
a. Your name and address, and the Division of the District Court," from
defendant's name and address;
your local circuit court clerk, or by
b. A short, simple statement telling calling the toll free consumer hotline at
why you are suing:
1-8)0-372-2960. If you have a consumer
c. The amount of money you are suing problem you feel does not immediately
for.
merit legal action and you would like to
(3) The clerk will assign the case a attempt to resolve it, send your written
number and set a date and time for the complaint ta.the Office of the Attorney
Protection
hearing before the judge. The hearing General, Consumer
will be held within three-six weeks after Division,209 St. Clair Street, Frankfort,
the clerk notifies the defendant of your Ky. 40601.
suit.
(4) The clerk will send a copy of your
complaint to the defendant by certified
Thou Shalt not delay to offer the first
or registered mial. lithe clerk cannot of they ripe fruits. —
Exodus 22:29.
reach the defendant by mall, then you
Some people withhold their conmust have the sheriff's office per- —tribtatt" to the Lord's work because
malty deliver a cops of your inai--r
they do not care for their particular
plaint to the defendant.
minister or they do not go along with
a
bringing
for
fee
There is a $10 filing
the
stands of their particular
claim in the Small Claims Division.
Yet such curtailment of
denomination.
sending
of
cast
the
include
This does not
support
hurts
of all the giver and
most
a copy of your complaint to the
then work of the Kingdom of God.

Bible Tho-ught

Letter To The Editor

Some Comments
On L & N Railroad

cIPLUMBING•ELECTRICgibPLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•PLUMBING•

Dear Editor
with reference to your editorial
"Heads We Win, Tails You Lose," of
Thursday, July 12, 1979, I would like to
make the following observations.
According to the Editorial, the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad and
various and sundry environmental
groups are asserting in Federal Court
Tennessee-Tombigbee
the
that
Waterway will damage the environment and become an economic
liability.
First of all, as a former member of
the Kentucky General Assembly,I have
heard firsthand the flnanciaL4voes of
the L & N Railroad and cannot understand how they can possibly afford
much high-priced lawyers for such
frivilous lawsuits.
Secondly, I ti'as riot aware that the L
& N Railroad had such strong concern
and commitment to our environment.
Was it not just last fall that the L & N
Railroad in Calloway County put new
crossties in the roadbed and in doing so,
smashed the old crossties in to two or
three pieces and threw them to the side
of the tracks, there to find eternal rest?
But what — after all of the flooding this
past spring, these same pieces of
crossties are scattered all over the
Clarks River bottom, some in cornfields, some in soybean fields, while
others are simply laying with the other
debris in the Clarks River. Are not
people also part of the environment?
And did not two gentlemen nearly lose
their lives last year at an L & N
Railroad crossing approximately three
miles north of Murray because of the
overgrowth along the railroad tracks
and could not see from whence the train
cometh nor hear the train approaching
the crossing because the train did not
sound its horn?
I do not recall either the environmental desirability or the
agricultural desirability of having
Cresoted or Pentanized posts upon the
croplands of Calloway County or in the
streams of Clarks River.
In as much as the L & N Railroad
does not have the money, time or inclination to furnish Calloway County
farmers and grain elevators with
sufficient railroad cars to handle our
grains, arid does not have sufficient

monies, time or inclinations to keep the
right-of-way crossings even reasonably
clear of brush, maybe it would be in the
best interest of the community to ask
the Corps of Engineers to extend the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway to
include the East Fork of the Clarks
River so that it might be completely
widened and cleared so that we may
bring barge services directly into the
heart of Calloway County. Such
clearing would also necessitate
clearing of L & N Railroad crosstie
debris from our river basin. This, of
course, would be done at the taxpayer's
expense unless the L & N Railroad
might wish to take some of their
lawyers and put shovels in their hands.
I spoke with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department last fall expressing nifttincern over the illegal
dumping of crosstie pieces by the L & N
in Calloway County and was told by one
of the deputies that he had the
assurances of the Railroad they were
going to correct the situation.
Maybe the L & N should look into the
possibility of going back to the steam
engine instead of the diesel locomotive
and using these crosstie pieces which
are soaked with Cresote (an oil based
derivative) as a renewed energy saving
fuel.
I am at present discussing with the
Commissioner of the Bureau of
Environmental
the
Protection
possibility of violations of state littering
and dumping laws. I also think the
County Attorney, County JudgeExecutive and Fiscal Court should look
into possible violations of local ordinances. I am also discussing with the
Commissioner of Fish and Wildlife the
possible destruction of "snail darters"
and other environmentally endangered
species in the Clarks River.
Perhaps the legal staff of the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
should spend more time with their
corporate „Vile instead ot the Tennessee:Tdffitigliee WiterwaY by
changing the name of the railroad from
Louisville and Nashville to Late and
Never.
'Sincerely Yours
Kenneth C. lines
Rt. 2 •
-- Murray, Ky. 42071
753-3113

Om••••..

'ONE SMALLSTEP %it 01 IAN, ON GIAN1 LEAP cOR MANKIND"
iyarrott's Galley

20 Years Ago
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Caught By Wasps 80 Feet In Air
Can Be More Than Frightening
It seems that the columns I come up
with in which personal experiences are
shared get the greatest readership.
Apparently, because so many others
also can relate to the experience—the
loss of my topcoat, Charles Hale's
adjustable steering wheel, my "missing wife" and others.
My recent experience with the wasps
is another. A number of folks since have
shared wasp sting experiences with me
after that appeared, but one of the most
frightening was the one experienced by
my brother, Jeff, who just recently
moved back to West Kentucky after an
absence of something like 37 years.
++++++
Jeff, who is two years my junior,
spent 23 years in the Air Force before
retiring some years ago and settling
down in Jesup, down near Savannah in
southeast Georgia.
He and his wife, the former Laura
Arnett of Mayfield, have bought a home
In Lynnville, 13 miles from Mayfieid
and 13 milea trim RuirayS
Jeff was a radio and radar specialist
In the Air Force, retiring as a senior
master sergeant. This well qoalified
him for a post-retirement job with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's
weather data gathering service,
something he did for some 10 years
before retiring for keeps and moving
back in Kentucky.
His job with the USDA involved
regularly checking its automatic unmanned data Rations, located high up
on forestry lookout towers. There were
some 15 of these scattered along a 200mile stretch of the east coast.
Every 15 minutes, 24 hours a day, the'
equipment at -these stations would
automatically record on tape the time,
date, humidity, temperature, wind
velocity and other types of information
dealing with the weather.
His responsibility was to collect the
tapes, which were sent to Washington,
check the equipment and repair 91'
replace it if necessary. Vandalls occasionally would damage the units and
sometimes steal them, but most of the
time he needed only to remove the
tapes, insert new ones and be o&his
way to another tower in another
remote area of that endless piney wood,
paper-pulp producing area of the
country.

_

Thoughts
'In Season

By Kea Wolf
The American historian and
philosopher Henry Adams (1838-1918)
wrote the following words almost
eighty years ago — in a book that
studied the role of the Virgin Mary in
medieval life and thought. The sentiment they express is ageless and
appropriate for many occasions.
The proper study of mankind is
woman and by common agreement
since the time of Adam, It Is the
most complex and arduous.
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On this particular day, he was going
up the zig-zag steps on one of the towers
with a heavy piece of equipment about
the size of a 17-inch TV set in his hands.
To reach the platform atop the 10-foothigh tower, it was r lcessary for him to
climb through a trap door, coming up
m it from beneath.
Since he had his hands full with the
heavy piece when he reached the trap
door, he had to put his head against it
and raise it by straightening up, which
he did. But when he did this, he said, he
found himself staring at a teeming
maw of wasps not three feet in front of
his eyes.
Instinctively, he jerked his head
back, which in turn, caused the trap
door to drop back in place with a crash,
which, in turn, disturbed and greatly
angered the wasps, and out they
swarmed stingers at the ready.
Jeff said he could nothing but back
down the steps to the next landing
before he could put down the.equipment
he nal afirYint indiet on down and
off the tower. Meanwhile, the wasps
were swarming about him, stinging
him repeatedly about the head, face,
neck, arms, and hands.
++++++
Somehow, he managed to reach his
truck and headed for the nearest town,
some 20 miles away, and to a doctor.
"By the time I got there," he

•s

recalled, "my face was so swollen I
could barely see to drive. Both my eyes
were closed to slits, and I zigzagged all
over the roacttrying to follow the center
line which I could barely see."
Other than some considerable
discomfort for a couple days, he suffered no serious side effects from the
stings, but it was quite some time, he
assured me, before the USDA received
any more weather tapes from that
particular tower.

The Story Of

30 Years Ago
A new telephone directory which
contains a section in which businesses
are classified alphabetically for the
first time and includes many new and
changed listings and other helpful
telephone information has just been
distributed in Murray.
The Almo Cannery will open July 26
and will be open each Tuesday and
Friday, according to Milton Walston,
• —
An open air concert, by the Murray
State College Symphony Orchestra
featuring a soprano soloist, Elsie
Keskinen, and a brass quartet composed of Jerry .Williams, Higdon
Kenny,Sybil Cork, and Leonard Barton
will be held July 27 in front of the Fine
Arts Building, Murray State.
A contract for the installation of
plumbing in the superintendent's home
and in 17 cottages at Kentucky Lake
State Park has been awarded to
Jenkins Plumbing and Heating Company of Murray.

supervire-
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Calloway County
1822-1976

Harold Shoemaker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Shoemaker, received the
highest award in Scouting, the Silver
Palm to his Eagle Badge, in a court of
honor held for Troop 45 at the American
Legion Hall. James Frank Wilson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, received
the Bronze Palm to his Eagle Badge.
Deaths reported include Ed Magness,
91, and Mrs. Emma Lee Traweek.
Miss Gwynn Raye Blalock, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blalock, Murray
Route 5, has been awarded an honor
scholarship at David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn. She is a graduate of
Murray Training School.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwayne Harris.
Hams are listed at 39 cents per pound
in the ad for Parker's Food Market this
week.

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

Oeswight,111711
+44++++++++444+44
44
No challenger of fundamental Christian morality has ever
matched the oppositional force of the Rev. H. B. Taylor, pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Murray, in this county. With the advert*
of the 1910 county fair, he unleashed an oratorical -counter-assault of
sufficient force to effect a substantial attendance -boycott. In subsequent issues of ths"News and Truths," published by the cnisading
minister and organized as a regular_ publication in 1911, Brother
Taylor denounced the 'county fair as a reported source of "gambling,
prostitution and iniquity." A subsequent grand jury investigation oJ
Rev. Mr. Taylor's charges exonerated the fair board of any wrong;
doing or that any of the charges could be substantiated. Exonerated
or otherwise, the allegations.made by Brother Taylor were truthful.
Friend or foe of the pastor, and, there were strong adherents on
both sides, his courage to denounce that -which he belieyed to be
wrong has been recognized a; an -act of courage by philosophers
since the Greek days of Socrates.
Leaving the gladiators community morals struggle, other events
of moment occurred,in this year of 1910. The Lynn Grove Bank
was organized after a delay of several months when the state banking commissioner held there was no need for another bank in Calloway County. The 'charter 'was subsequently approved with Leo
Miller elected president and Dr. C. N. Crawford, vice president.
It was capitalized at $15,000. Manager Wade Crawford of the electric
system purchased the water distribution franchise for $5 despite
the fact the city had approved a 'bond issue for a municipal water
system. The old Pants Factory down on East Price Poplar)
'and was reverted back to a tobacco factory. Dr.
Street was soldt
C. 0. Gingles purchased a 20 horsepower Ford machine which,
proved to be a disturbing mode of transportation to the mules and
horses of Kirksey. Murray Gun Club was organized and reported
to be the first sports organization- of its kind to arrive in this fast
growing section of the world. Dr. Ben Keys and Dr. Will Mason,
Jr., opened a sanitarium on South 4th Street near the First Baptist
Church where abdorisinal surgery was being performed daily, marking a giant step forward in a long history of—medicipl achievement
to distinguish this county for generations.

• To Be Continued
Eattoes-Npter-feaRittniTrie the Yirsiber-W- harr4k1iftirYia;03
of The _Story 4:4 4kt:talky County, 1822-1976— to be printed, the
- --- milTiors request that prospective buyers indicate number of books
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any money!
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by September, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Today
In History
Today is Tuesday, July 24, the 205th
day of 1979. There are 160 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1946, the United States
made the first underwater test of an
atomic bomb, setting off the explosion
at Bikini atoll in the Pacific.
On this date:
In 1704, the British captured
Gibraltar from Spain during the War of
the-Spanish Succession.
In 1783, the Latin American patriot,
Simon Bolivar, was born in Caracas,
Venezuela.
In 1870, the first railroad car from the
Pacific Coast reached New York City,
opening the way for transcontinental
train service.
In 1942, British bombers devastated
the German cities of Frankfurt and
Mannheim in World War H.
In 1959, Vice President Richard
Nixon and Soviet Premier Nildta
Khrushchev had a heated debate in a
kitchen display at an Alverican
exhibition in Moscow.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Apollo XI
,astronauts made a safe landing in the
Pacific after the first manned landing
on the moon, and President Richard
Nixon watched the splashdown from
the aircraft carrier Hornet.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that President Richard
Nixon must turn over White House
documents subpoenaed for Watergate
cover-up trials.
One year ago: President Carter,
reacting to reports of use of cocaine and
marijuana by White House staffers,
told members of the staff to obey U.S.
drug laws or seek employment
elsewhere.
Today's birthdays: Theatrical
producer -Alexander Cohen is 59 years
old. Former U.S. Food and Drug
Administrator Frances Kelsey is 65.
Republican Sen. Charles C. McMathias
Is 57. Artist Alex Katz is 52.
Thought for today: It is a great
nuisance that knowledge can only be
acquired by hard work — Somerset
Maugham, English writer, 1874-1965
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1,250 Issues Of Sports Illustrated

25 Years Of Magazine Covers
Represent Parade Of Milestones
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
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Murray High football coach John Hina watched Eric Lovins (left)and Doug Henry run through a drill yesterday. Monday
was the first day of fall football workouts for the Tigers.
By Tony Wilson
•

The Golden Bear overtook
the "Charger," Arnold
Palmer, golf's rage of the
Sixties, who tied basketball's
skyscraper Lew Alcindor and
Kareem Abdul Jabbar lone
and the same) for third in the
cover sweepsteakes with 14.
Another basketball player,
UCLA's Bill Walton, followed
with 13 and then came
glowering Sonny Liston, the
fighter whose career and life
both were short-lived, with
nine.
The awesome Liston graced

an inordinate number of
covers just before he d the
world heavyweight title
ripped from his hands by the
Muslim-convert,
upstart
Muhammad Ali, in Miami
Beach,Feb. 25, 1964.
This helped perpetuate the
theory of a so-called "cover
jinx" which began with the old
Saturday Evening Post,
Collier's, Life, Time and Look
and carried on with Time and
SI after the other weekly
slicks had dropped from the
stands.
SI's senior editor, Walter
Bingham, who terms himself
as the "keeper of the trivia,"
disclaims the existence of
such a jinx although he
acknowledges there have been
some grim coincidences.
Calvin Jones, a Universal
of Iowa football star, was on
the cover of the seventh issue
in 1954. He died in an accident
two years later. Of more
immediate impact, Laurence

......-

Sports At A Glance

Joe Enjoys Finest Season

Younger Brother A Fingertip
Ahead In 3-2 Houston Triumph
and recorded six strikeouts,
while improving his record to
a sparkling 14-5.
Joe - Niekro has been
Phil Niekro, now 14-11,
knuckling under to Phil tossed a two-hitter in his duel
.
Niekro all these years.
against Pittsburgh's Jim
But Monday night, he was a Rooker. A run-scoring single
fingertip ahead of his older by Bob Horner in the first
and more illustrious brother inning and a two-run double by
- if only for an hour or so. Bruce Benedict in the fourth
Enjoying his finest major staked Niekro to a 3-4) lead, all
league season, Joe Niekro won the runs the Atlanta right-his
-1-41h- gEithe for the Houston hander needed.
Astros Monday night with a 3-2
The Pirates won the opener
decision over the St.Louis 7-1 as Tim Foli drove in four
Cardinals.
runs and Bert Blyleven hurled
That was the highest victory a four-hitter.
total for a pitcher in the major
Elsewhere in the National
leagues so far this year - League, the Chicago Cubs
until brother Phil also won his beat the Cincinnati Reds 9-8 in
14th a little while later, 18 innings in the completion of
stopping the Pittsburgh a suspended game, then came
Pirates 8-0 in the second game back
to
win
the
of a twi-night doubleheader.
regularlyscheduled game 2-1;
The lesser known of the the San Diego Padres edged
Niekro knuckleballers scat- the Philadelphia Phillies 6-5;
tered six hiti-,- Viaorily one the Montreal Expos stopped
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

the San Francisco Giants 8-3
and the Los Angeles Dodgers
turned back the New York
Mets 3-1. Cubs 9-2, Reds 8-1
Dave Kingman's two-run
homer in the bottom of the
ninth led _Chicago over Cincinnati in the regularly
scheduled )game after the
Cubs beat the Reds earlier in
the completion of a suspended
contest.
Steve Oriffveros' RBI sifigre
provided the Cubs with their
victory in the completion of
the first game, which was
suspended on May 10.
Padres 6, Phillies 5
Dave Winfield, who hit a
tworun homer in the eighth
inning to tie the game,stroked
an RBI single in the ninth to
give San Diego its victory over
Philadelphia. In the San Diego
ninth, Gene Richards singled
off loser Ron Reed and took
second on shortstop Bud

Harrelson's *throwing error
before Winfield drilled the
single.
Expos 8, Giants 3
- Dan Schatzeder fired a
fivehitter and Andre Dawson
and-- Tony Perez belted successive homers in a six-run,
second inning, carrying
Montreal over San Francisco.
Mike Sadek drove in all the
Giants's tuns with a he belted
three-r4homer in the.sixtb.
Dodgers 3, Mets 1
Jerry Reuss, 3-8 scattered
seven hits as Los Angejes beat
New York.
New York center fielder Lee
Mazzilli was injured after a
collision with right fielder Dan
Norman in the sixth as the two
chased Davey Lopes' drive to
deep right center, which
wound up as an inside-thepark homer. Mazzilli suffered
injuries to his Mouth and rib
area.

Another Silver Medal In Soviet
Games Might Have Been Gold
By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
MOSCOW'(AP) - Another
silver medal for the United
States in the Soviet Spartacade - and it might have
been two golds.
"She beat me out of the
starting blocks, that's all,"
22-year-old Karen
said
Hawkin of St. Louis who
finished second to Russia's
Ludmila Kondrateva in the
100-meter dash Monday. "If-I
,--"Md-rnadeii better start I think
.I would have won the race."
Hawkin was the second
American medalist of the
meet. Houston McTear of
Santa Monica, Calif., lifted the

They leap out at you like
colorful postage stamps, each
one representing a milestone
in the unending rarade of
sports. Each one relates a
story - usually a champion's
jubilation - and often marks
a trend. A few portend
tragedy.
They are 25 years of Sports
Illustrated covers - 1,250 in
all - neatly packaged in a
softcover edition celebrating
the magazine's silver anniversary.
They bring back countless
memories for one who was
there when most of it happened. They are a silent poll
for picking the most dynamic
sports personalities of the last
quarter of a century - led by
ex-heavyweight champion
Muhammad Ali, naturally,
with a total of 23 covers, 11 as
a fatfaced Cassius Clay.

Nicklaus
Jack
Only
seriously threatened the
warriorcopper-skinned
preacher-peacenik from
Louisville for the spotlight
during that era. The goldenhaired golf' king appeared on
18 covers - first as a pudgy,
overweight kid with a crew
hair-cut and ham-like hips,
later as a trimmed-down,
handsome sex symbol.

silver in the men's 100-meter
Monday.
Californian Bart Williams
was inches ahead of Russia's
Vasily Arkhipenko in the 400meter hurdles when Williams
pulled a muscle. He limped
out and Arkhipenkovent on to
win.
, "I telt it at the sixth hurdle," Williams said, "but I
wanted to keep going. By the
seventh hurdle the others
were pasStrig hie-arid I knew I
had to give up."
Williams
remained
crumpled over a hurdle before
being helped off the track in
tears.
Jimmy Carnes, the U.S.

FLORIDA VACATION
DESIGNED WITH

YOUR FAMILY

track coach from Gainesville, Southern, clocked her perFla., said he had been worried sonal best time of 11.32, but
all week that, someone was Kondrativa won in 11.19.
going to pull a muscle. Carnes
"It helps my confidence to
complained that the Russians finish second on the track
were allowing athletes to whore the Olympics are going
warm up and then holding to take place," Hawkin said.
them for up to 30 minutes ."But_t _wanted to win, and I
---Should have won."
before competition.
"In the States we never hold
Arkhipenko,_ who was
anyone that long," Carnes
striving
to keep up with
said. -Why should anyone
Williams when the American
warhave.,
athletes
want to
was injured, won the 400ming up for'an event, and then
dieter hurdles in 49.11, more
hold them for 30 minutes?
than a second ahead of
Carnes said the meet is
another Russian, Dmitri
begin held under International
Stukalov.
Amateur Athletic Federation
While the Russians began to
but,
rules,
(IAAF)
"procedures vary a little from get a dominating grip on the
track and field events, Carnes
one country to another."
He said:- -We are going to held hope that the U.S. team,
some
late
write to the Russians and to with
reinthe IAAF to try to get this forcements, could beat the
changed for the Olympic Russians to a few medals.
Discus star John . Powell
games in Moscow next year."
Hawkin, a student at Texas flew in Monday night.

TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1225 at bats
Dosming.
Califcrnia, .348; Smalley, Minnesota, 345,
Adams, Minnesota, 333; Kemp, Detroit,
332; Lescano. Milwaukee. 333.
RUNS Ibrisford, California, 75; Baylor,
California, 74; Brett, Kansas City, 74,
Jones, Seattle, 69. Rice. Boston, 68, Otis,
Kansas City, 68, Smalley, Muineaota, U
RBI Baylor. California, 90; Lynn,
Boston, 73; Kemp, Detroit, 72; Rice,
Boston, 70; Thomas, Milwaukee, 69.
Sinalley.. Minnesota, 69.
HITS Brett, Kansas City, 132; Smalley,
Minnesota, 126; Lansford, California, 120;
Rice, Boston, 119; Molitor, Milwaukee,
117.
- DOUBLES: Lyra), Boston, 21 Cooper,
Mllwaukee, 25, Washington, Chicago, 25,
Bochte, Seattle, 26, Lemon, Chicago, 31;
Brett, Kansas Oty, 24
TRIPLES Brett, Kansas City, 12:
Molitor. digilomilkee, 8; Randolpik -New
York, 8, Wilsnn, Kansas (Sty, 8. Porter,
Kansas City, 7; Jones, Seattle, 7
HOME RUNS • Lynn, Boston. 24: Baylor,
California, 24, Thomas, Milwaukee, 23,
Singleton, Baltimore, 23; Rice. Boston. U.
STOLEN BASES LeFlore. Detroit, 50,
Wilson, Kansas City, 40; Wills, Texas, 25;
Bonds, Cleveland, 23; Cruz, Seattle. 23.
PITCHING (9 Decisions): Davis, New
York, 8-1. .889, 194, Kern, Texas. 10-2,
.833,1.41; Zahn, Minnesota, 8-2, 800, 333:
Clear, California. 10-3, .7$9, 218; Barrios,
Chicago, 6-3. ,727, 3.61, John, New York.
134, 722, 261; Slaton, Milwaukee, 104.
.714, 2.69; Palmer, Baltimore, 7-3, 700.
326
STRIKEOUTS: Ryan, Caldornia, IM,
Guidry. New York, 115; Jenkins, Texas,
110, Flanagan, Baltimore, 96; Eckersley.
%anon, so. Kravec, Chicago, IN; Kern.
Texas, 90.

Maeda,'s Sports Transactions
By The Associated Preu
BASEBALL
Americas League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES - Placed Tim
Stoddard, pitcher, at a 21-day disabled list
retroactive to last Saturday Recalled
Dave Ford, pitcher, from Rochester of the
International League.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX - Activated Bill
Nahorodny, catcher. from the disabled
list.
CLEVELAND INDIANS - Fired Jeff
Torborg, manager Named Dave Garcia
manager
NEW YORK YANKEES -- Optioned
Bobby Brown, outfielder. to Columbus ol
the International league Reinstated Ed
Figueroa pitcher. from the disabled list
BASKETBALL
Natiosal Basketball Associalin
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
Named
Stan Albeck head catch Named Ron
Hrevai esecutive vice prescient and
general manager Named Jimmy Rodgers
Mayer personnel director

FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS - Signed Mike
Radish. defensive tackle, to a series of oneyear contracts for an undisclosed amount
CINCINNATI BENGALS -- Announced
that Deacon Turner running back, left
camp.
CLEVEULND BROWNS -- Announced
that Tony Peters, safety. and Joe Henry.
wide receiver, left camp
DENVER BRONCOS - Waived Jeb
Blount, quarterback, Russell Ellis and
backs
Herman Coulter, running
Announced the retirement of Gerald
Goren, linebacker
HOUSTON OILERS - Signed Greg
Sternrick, cornerback, to a three-year
contract Cut Jim Ries defensive back,
Juan Walton and Danny Gadeken,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
linebackers, Mroy Stoglin and Greg
BATTING (235 at beta): Foster, CinMurphy, defensive ends. Jeff Perlinger,
cinnati, 333; Winfield. San Diego, 332, defensive tackle, and Jan Stehle,
22, Hendrick,St Louis,
Brock, St Louis, 5.
placekicker
, Kaman. St Louis, .319.
Waived
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
UNS - Schmidt, Philadelphia, 72;
Bomb Dunne, linebacker, and Harry
R4ar. Atlanta, 71. Matthews, Atlanta, Johnson, quarterback
71: Lees, Loa Angeles, 71; North, San
MINNESOTA VIKINGS - Acquired
Francisco. 70,
Mark Nichols, linebacker, on waivers
77; Schmidt.
RBI. Winfield San Diego, .
from the San Francisco 49ers Signed
Philadelphia, 75, Kingman, Chicago. 73:
Steve Dils, quarterback, to a series of
Foster, Cincinnati, 72; Clark, San Franthree one-year contracts
V
ctsco, 65,
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS - Named
HITS Matthews, Atlanta, 138; Garvey,
Holovak director of college scouting
Mike
his Angeles, 125, Winfield, San Diego, 126; Named Bill McPeak director of
Moreno, Pittsburgh. 117; Templeton, St. professional scouting. Named Mike
Louis. 117.
McCarthy personnel assistant on the
DOUBLES Matthews. Atlanta, 28:
college scouting staff
Rose, Philadelphia, 26: KHrnandz, St
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS'- Announced
Louis, 26; Martin, Chicago, 25; Reitlt St
that Dam Riving, wide receiver. left
Louis. 25: Griffey. Cincinnati, 25.
Camp
TRIPLES - Templeton. St. Limb, 11,
NEW YORK GIANTS - Waived Jerry
McBride, Philadelphia, 9; TScoU, St
Golsteyn, quarterback. Mike Mince and
Louis, 9; Winfield, San Diego, 9; SHenDarnell Meyers, defensive backs, Bob
dersn, New York, 8
Turner, running back
HOME RUNS Schmidt. Philadelphia.
NEW YoRK JETS - Waived Larry
34, Kingman, Chicago, 30, Winfield, San Riley, cornerback
Announced the
Diego." 24, Lopes. Los Angeles, 22,
retirement
of Gregg Robinson. defensive
BRobirson, Pittsburgh, 20; Matthews,
endtackle
Atlanta, 20, Foster, Cincinnati, 20
Waived
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
STOLEN BASES. Moreno, Pittsburgh,
Joe Odom. Frank Hitt.and Steve Bernardo,
42; North, San Francisco, 39, TScott, St
kicker:
Nielsen.
Hans
offensive
guards;
Luies, 21;• RScott, Montreal, 26, JCruz,
Willie Marsh, James Richberg and
Houston. 25.
Sherman Taylor, defensive backs
PITCHING /9 Decisions) Tidrow,
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS - Waived
Chicago, 7-2, 776, 2.09. INiekm. Houston,
Bob Rippentrop, tight end, and Calvin
144, 737. 3 10, Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 0.3, O'Neal. linebacker Acquired Toney
.727, 372. SMartlnet St. Louis, 8-3. 777, Williams, defensive lineman, on waivers
2.99; leCoss, Cincinnati. 9-4. .692, 2.73: from Detroit
Mdular, Houston. 11-5, 688, 279, Seaver,
Cincinnati, 10-5, 667, 325. Littell, St.
Louis, 64, .667, 284
SOCCER
STRIKEOUTS Richard. Houston, 162,
North Americas Soccer League
PNIekro,
Philadelphia,
115:
Carlton.
EDMONTON DRILLERS - Announced
Atlanta, 113 Perry', San Diego, 109, Swan, the resignation of Hans Kraay, head
New York, 104.
coach

Owen, U. S. figure skating
queen, perished with other
members of her team in a
Brussels plane crash March
15, 1961 while her cover story
was being readied by SI.
"Covers then had to be
prepared three weeks in
advance," Bingham recalled.
"There was no way to change
it before it hit the stands."
The SI covers haven't
become family albums. The
Irwin family of Joplin, Mo.,
has the framed covers of two
sons- Hale, the two-time U.S.
Open golf champion, and his
brother, Phil, shown in. ,a
Colorado football uniform,
tackling a Penn Stater after a
game in 1970:
Too bad Bold Ruler, the
great racing thoroughbred
'and sire, didn't live to see his
progeny propagate the slick
covers. The Ruler himself was
caught, thundering down the
stretch in 1957. later covers
featured his son, Scretariat;
grandsons Foolish Pleasure
and Bold Forbes and great
grandson Seattle Slew plus
three other descendants.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct
M",'
64 32
Baltimore
58 35
824
Boston
6
59 39
602
Milwaukee
546 11 ••••
New York
44
505
_Detroit
48 47
458 20
Cleveland
44 52
4
Toronto
29 70
243 361
WEST
576
California
57 42
Minnesota
53 42
558
2
53 44
546
3
Texas
KKansasCif s
47 49
490
Chicago
45 52
464
42 57
424 15
Seattle
Oakland
16 73
263 3)
Manday's Game.
Baltimore 7, Oakland 4
California 9, Boston 2
Cleveland 5, Milwaukee 4
Chicago 11, Detroit 3
New York 6, Seattle 2
Kansas City 5, Texas 4
, Minnesota 7, Toronto 6
Tweselay's Games
Seattle ,Elannkster 54 and Jones 34) at
Baltimore (MacGregor 43 and
13,Martinet 13.7y, r f ti,)
oaktand Morgan 0.6i at Boston , Eckersley 104), ml
California Aim 74) at New York
(John 134),
Milwaukee (Travers 7-4) at Detroit
IP Underwood 541,
Kansas City (Gale 74., at Chicago
(Kravec 94), • n•
Cleveland • Wise 94) at Minnesota
(Koosman 1141, in
Wednesday's Games
Texas at Toronto, (flI
Seattle at Baltimore, in)
Oakland at Boston, in)
California at New York. in)
Milwaukee at Detroit.
_
Kansas City at Chicago, In)
Cleveland at %memos,(0)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet. GB
Montreal
53 38
582
Pittsburgh
53 40
570
1
Chicago
52 40
565
14.
Philadelphia ,
52 44
542
34
St Louis
45 46
40
1
New York
38 53
.418 1$
WEST
Houston
56 44
560 anctnnatt
51 49
510
$
San Francisco
48 51
435
744
San Diego
46 55
455 104
41 57
Atlanta
418 14
Los Angeles 40 58
406 15
11eaday's Games
Chicago 9, Cincinnati 8:- 18 innings,
completion of suspended game
Chicago 2, Ctncinnati 1, regularly
scheduled game
Pittsburgh 7-0, Atlanta 14
Houston 3, St Louis 2
San Diego 6, Philadelphia 5
ton Angeles 3, New York 1
Montreal 8, San Francisco 3
Tuesday's Games
-Cincinnati • Norman 6-411 at Pittsburgh
Kis(n 6-4 • • n •
Chicago
Lamp 7-5) at Houston
1K Fritsch 5-6 ), /m)
Atlanta (McWilliams 1-2 or
B McLaughlin 1-31 at St Louis (VuckovIch
137 .,, • ni
Montreal (Rogers Si at San Diego
Perry 104). w
Philadelphia (Lerch 6-4 • at 1,os 'Angeles
Houton 8-71, in)
New York (Kobel 441 at San Francisco
Montefu.sco 241, In) Wedanday's Games
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
New York at San Francisco
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh. In
Atlanta at St Louis, • n,
Chicago at Houston. I n
Montreal at San Diego, • n •

DAYT011111

PLRYGROUI1E1
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles:rand families
alike. Check these features .
O 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
O .300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments ,
O Restaurint & Lounge
O Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
2
PiP
av
og
orlo
s,un
Kd
iddie Pool &

o

(2 Volleyball & Shuffleboard
O Basketball, Game Room
D Sauna, Exercise Rooms
O Gift Shop a Beauty Salon
D Color TV & Refrigerator
O Tennis & Golf Privileges
D 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
Free chaise lounges
Cl Ample self parking
Come play in our playground.
Ifs Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort,

o

Daytona's

Ca.staw ay
E4.4CH MOTEL
20758s Atlantic Ave.

P.0 Box 7437
Daytona Beach, Fla 32018
Ph (904) 255-6461
I Please send new color
1 brochure & rate sheet
1 Name

I

1 Street
%City

•
•

_
• Restaurant serving
3 meals daily
• Lounge with
entertainment
•3 swimming pools

Riltmore
RI di
11)0 CL
187 South Atlantic Avenue
ORMOND BEACH, FLA

'Relax, enjoy the seaside. Spacious palm studded
lawns, gardens Bring the family plenty of rooril
and lots to do for everyone Near the best shops,
golf, recreations
90 minutes to Disney World. Tours leave from our

Itricot:Vvrtteif‘,F. lefrillatton. Reserve now
ON THE WORLD S MOST FAMOUS BEACH
BILTMORE MACH LODGE
For
boas • IV Slialh Mir* Ammo,Ocomml Ikesli, N,r4
II Please sand brochure, rates
• NAME

•
TOU MEE•
AocinEss

1400.: 1 CITY, STATE. ZIP
8744552 II

/1/71

4
ii

On Anniversary Of Death,
Some Remember Bruce Lee
SEATTLE (API- When say that Bruce was, and still
martial arts idol Bruce Lee is, the best martial arts artist
died in Hong Kong six years in the world."
a/o, 12,000 fans mourned him
A few fans leave flowers on
at Buddhist services. Some the grave every week, said
still make pilgrimages to his Pat MacDonald, a Seattle
grave here, but his widow says newspaper rock critic.
she hopes she won't ever
"Ow time I saw a guy doing
remember jiim just as a his tai chi exercises by the
superstar.
grave," he said. "I've seen
On the anniversary of Lee's guys who were obvivsly
death,' a' l9-ear-old -ipan sairors from some ship come
placed on 'the grave some to pay their respects."
magazine pictures, Thai
Lee's movies rarely have
beads and kungfti fighting long runs here, and few fans
sticks on a piece of felt. He arrived Friday for the anadded a neatly typed and niversary of his death. But
around the world, Lee was a
framed statement:
"This is to let you all know financial success and comthat there are still people who manded a fanatical following
think'of Bruce. I am prpud to , based on only a few low.

budgetkungfu movies and a
role as Cato in the Green
Hornet TV series in 1968.
"The only way I can explain
it," said Tim Robertson,
pclitOr of Fighting Stars, a
martial arts magazine, "is
that there is a kind of cult
following for Bruce Lee
similar to what happened
after James Deaq died in the
'50s."
poWhen Lee died at. age 32 of
acute cerebral edema an 'allergic
apparently
reaction to a prescription
painkiller - thousands
mourned. His last film,
''Enter the Dragon," grossed
inore than $100 million
worldwide.

State

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
ANY KIND - ANYWHERE- ANYTIME

Nodal, on Misplay'

TWO CAR SPECIAL
$2 99000 c-ct:::1:`,7.:71'
Ph, .ight
I I"
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IN MIND
All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean - 105 units rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies. suites,
Ocean beach Plenty of free parking

1
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With his first round match out
of the way, top-seeded Harold
Solomon has set his sights on
winning his third Louisville
International Tennis Classic

year, with ninth-ranked Eddie
Dibbs, another clay specialist
and the No. 2 seed, the major
barrier to Solomon's third title
in four years.
Dibbs opens play today
against Lloyd Bourne.
Solomon, the defending
Four other seeded players
champion, needed less than an won opening round matches,
hour to dispose of Puerto but three others were postRican Francisco Gonzalez 6-2, poned until today by an af6-4 Monday night in an ternoon downpour.
opening round match of the
Third-seeded Jose Higueras
$175,000 Louisville tour- of Spain defeated Tim Garcia
nament.
of Albuquerque, N.M.,6-2,6-1;
Solomon might have made it seventh-seeded
John
even a shorter workday had he Alexander of Australia
sidestepped a mild threat defeated Butch Waits of San
posed by his unseeded foe in Jose, Calif., 7-5, 2-6, 6-3; ninththe second set.
seeded Pat DuPre of LaJolla,
After using three service Calif., defeated Alvin Garbreaks to win the first set, diner of Australia 6-2, 6-3; and
Solomon jumped ahead 3-0 in No. 13 Victor Arnaya of
the second set and appeared Louisville defeated, New
minutes away from the Zealand's Russell Simpson 6match. •
4, 3-6,6-2.
But Gonzalez got his errant
Mel Purcell of Murray
serve under control to tie meets Colin Dowdeswell in
matters 4-4 before Solomon first round action in the
'asserted himself to win the tourney today.
final games and the match.
LoULsvILLE, Ky. I AP) -- First-round
"I just lost my conresults in the Louisville Invitational
centration," Solomon said Tennis
Classic Mandar
later. "He started hitting a
Mike Cahill, USA, did Mike Grant, USA,
few in the court, which he
63, 6-3
hadn't done before, ad it
Jaime Filial (Thile, del Eric Fromm,
woke me up and got me USA, 61, 74
Pat iPre, USA, did Alvin Gardiner,
going."
Australia, 6-2, 6-3
Solomon, the eighth-ranked
Jose Higueras, Spain, del Tint Garcia,
64, 5-1
player in the world, relied on USA,
George Hardie, USA, clef Bruce Manhis baseline rallying game son, USA, 74, 6-2
Heins Gildemeister, Peru. del Chris
that has made him a big
Lewis, New Zealand, 6-3. 34. 74
winner on clay surfaces like
Victor Amity', USA, del Russell Simpthat used here. Always a son, New Zealand, 6-4, 3-6, 6-2
Nick Simian°, USA, def. Eric Friedler,
threat here,Solomon captured USA.
6-4. 44, 6-2
the title last year when more
Harold Solomon, USA, def. Francisco
Puerto Rico, 6-2, 64
Gonzalez,
publicized players like Bjorn
Bernie Maori, S. Africa, del Gene
Borg, Jimmy Connors and
Mahn, USA, 6-3. 6-3
John Alexander, Australia. del Butch
Guillermo Vitas sidestepped
Walls, USA, 74, 2.4, 6-3
Louisville.
John James, Australia. del John Austin.
Such is the case again this USA. 6-1. 6-4
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Maybe its time to see me new
—and very reliable—A B Dick
990 plain paper copier
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costing 501k
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Monday's Sports In Brief
TENNIS
FREJUS, France I AP) —
John McEnroe downed Me
Nastase of Romania 6-2, 6-1
and Jimmy Connors defeated
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina
6-4, 7-6 in the opening round of
a $75,000 all-star series of
exhibition tennis matches.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
Ninth-seeded Pat DuPre
defeated Alvin Gardiner 6-2,63 in a first-round match in the
$175,000 Louisville International Tennis Classic.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Richie
Zisk of the Texas Rangers,
who' hit .526 with three home
runs and nine runs batted in
from July 19-22, was named
the American League's
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The Murray West Little League All-Stars, who play McClean Co. in first-round tournament action tonight at Hopkinsville,
are, front row from left: Mark McClard, Mark West, Steve Malone, Kevin Crawford, Richard Jones, David Dill, Chuck
Adams and Mike Wilkins. In back are Marlin C,ochrum. Alan McClard, Jimmy Brannon, Dwayne Gammons, David Randolph, Brad Newsome and Tim Glavin. Also shown are(from left) coaches Steve West, Don Crawford and Bob Malone.
By Tony Wilson

Baseball Promotion Aimed At
Families For Ballpark Vacation
26 major league teams, which have been divisional
Villante wrote:
leaders for much of the
'The experts predict that season.
the 'fuel-tight' way of life will
Human nature being human
be win us for years. People nature, there have been plenty
are searching for close-to- of fans falling off the bandhome entertainment. Con- wagon in Los Angeles, which
vince them that baseball is the has experienced a decline of
answer."
165,000 in attendance. The
To that end, Villante en- other three clubs wallowing in
closed advertising copy for an divisional cellars also have
upcoming national television been losing games and fans —
commercial:
a drop of 130,000 in Toronto,
in New York ( Mets)and
43,000
"Are you looking for a
great, insxpensive place for a 160,000 in Oakland, where the
minivacation?
Somewhere Oakland Apathetics had atnear home and easy to get to? tracted .only 380,000 diehards
at this point last year.
A real gas saver!
In all, 14 clubs have shown a
— Well, how 'bout the
ballpark!„..It's easy on gas rise in attendance, two are
because it's near home. It's even and 10 are down.
"Generally speaking, the
inexpensive — and it's a very
enjoyable and memorable energy crisis has probably
way to share some time with helped tit," said Villante, who
has urged the clubs to promote
Player of the Week for that your family and friends.
more car-pooling and public
shortened post All-Star period.
"So take them out to the transportation to the ballpark.
Zisk beat out Sixto Lezcano ballpark and see a baseball "People never used to blink
of Milwaukee and _George game. The food is good. And when it came to driving long
Brett of Kansas City for the the accommodations are distances to the mountains or
award.
excellent"
the country. Those leisureNEW YORK (AP) — Phil
There is evidence that, in time activities offered comPittsburgh
the
Garner of
this summer of our energy petition to baseball; now
Pirates was named the discontent, the game of
we're an alternative."
National League Player of the baseball is surviving a lot
Week for the period ending better than joyriding and the
One baseball sales pitch is
July 22, league President king-sized gas guzzler.
enthat it's G-rated
Chub Feeney announced.
Attendance is well up over tertainment, good for the
Garner batted .409 during the
comparable period last whole family. The accent on
the abbreviated All-Star week,
season. Last weekend, the this campaign is the kids, and
collecting nine hits in 22 at
increase over 1978 went past it seems to be working 'off —
bats, including three home the 1-million mark for the first and on— the field.
runs. The infielder scored five
Urine. And it is no surprise that
There are 19 players in the
runs and drove in seven more,
everyone loves a winner. American League with 275-orincluding two game-winning
Some of the biggest jumps more at-bats hitting over .300.
RBI.
have come in Houston Only Lou Piniella and Ron
FOOTBALL
(280,000), Montreal (190,000), LeFlore are over 30 years old.
NEW YORK (AP) — A
California (430,000), and The National League has 14
challenge to the authority of
Baltimore 1245,0001— teams players topping the .300 mark
Commissioner Pete Rozelle Co
discipline National Football
League players for conduct
detrimental to professional
football was rejected by an
arbitrayr.
James Scearce denied a
grievance claim by the NFL
CHICAGO (AP) — Johnny However, it was later
Players Associapon that Bench has been thinking lately determined that .it was parchallenged
the
com- about what scars he will carry tially a congenital problem in
missioner's action requiring into later life from his years his lower back, but the club
Randy Croivddr and''Don catching for the Cincinnati still' considers it a persistent
injury problem. Bench has
Reese to contribute $5,000 Reds.
apiece to a drug rehabilitation
"Basically, I'm concerned been ailing with it for more
program in Florida.
about my back," said the 31- than a year now.
The two players pleaded no year-old Bench, who mi,ssed , Unlike some of his peers,
to
contest
unlawful last week's All-Star Game however, Bench said he has
possession, sale and delivery because of back spasms. had no problems with his
of a controlled substance in "Looking at it realistically, I hands.
Bench attributes part of this
Florida in 1977. As a condition think about the consequences
for their returning to the NFL, of my back injury more than success to putting his free
Rozelle required them to anything else. My-longevity is hand behind his back when the
make the contribution to a very important to me. I'd like bases are empty. As a result,
program of their choice in to play two, possibly three Bench's hands aren't beaten
like those of othr major-league
more years.
Florida.
"I am, of course, very catchers.
added
Bench
takes
concerned about my health,"
Bench continued. "Basically, precautions to protect his
I'm concerned about how I hands.
"We don't like to publicize it
will be physically in later
years what with the back to the opponents, but I have a
VERO BEACH,Flat.(AP)— injury and all. I plan to have a thumb guard I use on my left
The New Orleans Saints' life after baseball and I don't hand," Bench said. "It's a
roster was trimmed to 82 want to jeopardize it in any brace that holds the thumb in
players with the departure of way."
place. I've also gone to a pad
rookie Dario Bivins, a wide
Bench suffered the back the last year or so, but I've
receiver whose year-old son injury in a home plate never used a sponge like some
was injured last week in an collision in June 1978. catchers do.
automobile accident.
Bivins, from Georgetown
(Ky.) University, returned to
camp Monday after a four-day
absence to collect his gear and
leave again for Georgetown.
Although the boy's leg was
injured when he wandered
WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY TO PREPARE
into traffic, Bivins said doctors assured him there was no
FOR THEIR FINAL MARKDOWN!
permanent harm.
Otherwise, an afternoon
SALE STARTS 9:00 a.m.
practice session was washed
THURSDAY, JULY nth
out by thunderstorms.

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
It isn't a trip to Europe or a
week on the beach in Hawaii,
but baseball has been hitting
back at the energy crisis with
a promotion aimed at the
family going to the ballpark
fora "mini-vacation."
The idea is the brainchild of
Tom Villante, baseball's
director of marketing and
broadcasting. In a letter to the
managers and
general
promotion departments of all

All-Star Tennis Series
Begins; Rangers'Zisk
Player Of the Week
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Cincinnati Reds Catcher
Thinks Of Game Scars

Saints' Roster
Trimmed To 82;
Bivins Departs

*NOTICE

CORN-AUSTIN

after 275-or-more times up.
George Foster and Pete Rose
are the only greybeards over
30.
The AL has some unfamiliar
names at the top of its hitting
chart. Minnesota's Roy
Smalley, who has never hit
over .273, leads the league
through Sunday's games with
a .346 average. California's
Brian Downing, a lifetime .246
hitter after six big league
seasons, is batting .345. And
Glenn Adams of Minnesota,
released by Houston in 1972
and sold by San Francisco in
1976, is hitting .336.
Depending on which cliche
is currently in favor, pitching
is either 70 percent or 90
percent of the game. You
won't get any arguments from
the Baltimore Orioles or the
St. Louis Cardinals.
The Orioles, without any
league leader in hitting, are
flying high in the AL East.
With perrenial 20-game
winner Jim Palmer injured
much of the season, Mike
Flanagan (13-6) and Dennis
Martinez (12-7) are picking up
the slack.
at-bats as the
With
minimum, the Cardinals have
four hitters in the NL leaders
— Lou Brock, George Hendrick, Keith Hernandez and
Garry Templeton. Yet St.
Louis is a .500 ballclub. No
Cardinal pitcher has more
than eight victories or five
saves. •
In a recent player poll,
conducted by the New York
Times to pick an All Star
team, one Cardinal wrote
down in the category of relief
pitchers: -None of ours."

ns

East League
Monday Games
East League
In Pony League competition
Monday, the Reds downed the
Astros 5-2.. Winning pitcher
was David Dugger.
The Mets topped the Cards
18-5 in a Little League game.
Scott Taylor took the win. In
the other Little League game,
the A's outslugged the Reds
16-11. Jeff Eldridge was
credited with the victory.
O'Henry outscored the A's
18-13 in the lone Prep League
game.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Pat Kelly and Dave Garcia
know their roles usually aren't
starring ones, but they were
both leading men Monday
night.
"If I had my way, I'd be
playing," said Kelly, one of
Baltimore's super subs, whose
pinch grand slam with two out
in the eighth inning gave the
Orioles a 7-4 triumph over the
Oakland A's. "We've excelled
because we haven't accepted
that role. We still have get-upand-go in us."
Meanwhile, Garcia took
over as Cleveland's interim
manager, replacing the fired
Jeff Torborg, and the Indians
rallied for four runs in the
sixth inning on Bobby Bonds'
two-run homer and Duane
Kuiper's two-run single to
beat Milwaukee 5-4 and end
the Brewers' club recordtying 10-game winning streak.
"I was a little reluctant to
take it because I like coaching
third base," Garcia said. "I
don't think about next year. I
don't care whether I last one
day, one week or whatever.
I'll make the decisions to the
best of my ability. Should they
name a new manager, I hope
he would show consideration
about hiring me back as third
base coach. I'm kind of an
organization man."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the California Angels
trounced the Boston Red Sox
9-2, the Minnesota Twins
nipped the Toronto Blue Jays
7-6, the Kansas City Royals
edged the Texas Rangers 5-4,
the New York Yankees
trimmed the Seattle Mariners
6-2 and the Chicago White Sox
thumped the Detroit Tigers 113.
Indians 5, Brewers 1
Cleveland's four-run sixth

matched four Milwaukee runs
in the top of the inning, three
on Dick Davis' home run. Sid
Monge pitched three innings
of scoreless relief and first
baseman Andre Thornton
ended the game with a diving
grab, which he turned into a
double play.
Angels 9, Red Sox 2
A triple play didn't help the
Red Sox as Joe Ruth's third
grand slam of the season
capped a six-run California
first inning and the Angels
breezed behind Dave Frost's
four-hit pitching.
Twins 7, Blue Jays 6
Bornbo. Rivera tripled with
one out in the bottom of the
ninth inning and scored on a
wild pitch by reliever Mark
Lemongello to give Minnesota
its fifth straight victory.
Designated hitter Danny
Goodwin slammed a two-run
homer to tie the game 6-6 in
the sixth inning.
Royals 5, Rangers 4
George Brett, who hit three
home runs Sunday night,
hammered a double and two
RBI singles as Kansas City
handed the slumping Rangers
their sixth loss in seven
games. Frank White homered
for the Royals, who scored
-what proved to be the winning
run in the eighth on a walk,
sacrifice and Willie Wilson's
double.
Yankees 6, Mariners 2
Chris Chambliss drove in
two runs,with his 100th career
homer and a sacrifice fly and
Jim Spencer slammed a
tworun homer while Ed
Figueroa went five innings for
his first triumph since May 9.
White Sox 11, Tigers 3
Mike Squires had three
singles and a double, driving
in two runs and scoring two,
while Jorge Orta and Rusty
Torres homered for Chicago.

Foreign Money Floods
Keeneland Opening Day
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A flood of foreign currency,
much of it English pounds,
went into the Keeneland
Association coffers after a
record-setting opening day of
the Selected Yearling Sale.
With English millionaire
Robert Sangster spending
almost $5 million, Keeneland
sold 153 horses during Monday's two sessions for
$23,374,000, an average of
$152,745 per animal.
Sangster, the man who lured
teenage jockey Steve Cauthen
to England earlier this year,
bought a pair of million dollar
horses during Monday night's
record-setting session.. He
paid $1.4 million for a chestnut
colt by former European
Horse ()tithe Year Nijinsky II
and $1 million for a bay colt by
1964 Kentucky Derby winner
Northern Dancer, sire of over
60 stakes winners, including
Nijinsky II and The Minstrel.
In less than a half-hour,
Sangster doubled the number
of million dollar yearlings sold
at this, the world's richest

thoroughbred auction.
The
record-holder
is
Canadian Bound, a son of
Triple
Crown
winner
Secretariat, who went for $1.5
million in 1976. Last year, $1.3
million was paid for Nureyev,
a son of Northern Dancer.
Sangster bought nine of the
86 horses sold Monday night
for $4,995,000. Keeneland took
in ;17,327,000 during the
evening, a one-session recol-d.
In fact, only five of the
previous 35 twoday July sales
have exceeded Monday
night's take.
With two more sessions
today, the sale record of
$42,579,000, set last year,
appears in jeopardy, as does
the average price of $121,654.
At the hallfway mark last
year,
Dan Schwartz, a Californian
in partnership with Sangster,
said that the nine yearlings
purchased Monday would be
raced in Europe. But he added
that "we're really buying for
stallion prospects."
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FBI Agents
Continue
Ransom Hunt
NEWARK,N.J.(AP) —FBI
agents continue to hunt a
8217,000 ransom as four abduction suspects are held in
lieu of $250,000 bail each.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
William Braniff asked for the
high bail during a court
hearing Monday because
-there still is $217,000 out
there and no one other than
these defendants knows its
location."
suspects,
four
The
Guillermo Jesus Caceres, M,
Angel Humberto Cedano, 22,
Salvatore Lacognata, 23, and
Gaetano Alessandrello, 23, all
of .Paterson, N.J., allegedly
demanded $300,000 for the
release of Joan Dedrick. She
was abducted from her West
Milford home Friday.
Three of the men . were
arrested Sunday. Alessandrello was taken into custody
early Monday.
William Dedrick, husband
the 46-year-old victim and
executive vice president of the
Franklin Bank in Paterson,
got the $217,000 ransom from
the bank, Braniff said.
The suspects were charged
with affecting, commerce by
extortion and taking bank
money by intimidation.
FBI spokesman Michael
McDonnell explained the four
could not be cbarged with
kidnapping on a federal level
because the woman never
crossed a state line.
charge
The extortion
carries a maximum 20 years
in prison and a $10,000 fine.
The other charge carries a
minimum sentence of 10
years, Hunt said.
Local charges of kidnapping
and extortion were pending,
he said.
Mrs. Dedrick was released,
unharmed early Sunday in
Teaneck after the ransom was
left in Fort Lee, authorities
said.
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Drug More Of Political Success
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Moertel said that a clinical attacked cancer cells but not
trial could show whether healthy ones.
Its backers currently view
Laetrile has any impact on
tumor size, provides pain cancer as a type of vitaminWASHINGTON (AP —
disease and
relief, or even imparts a sense deficiency
Laetrile, the purported cancer
regmien of
a
recommend
its
as
advocates
of
wellbeing,
proven
more
had
has
that
cure
vitamins, minerals, enzymes
success in the political arena
No one knows how many and a largely vegetarian
than in medicine, remains in a
used "metabolic" diet as well as
have
Americans
scientific and legal limbo
Laetrile. The most common Laetrile.
legalized by a score of states
41f
"Laetrile should never be
estimates range from 50,000 to
but rebuffed by the Supreme
r,
75,000, but Moertel cautions, used by itself. Laetrile simply
Court.
"These are all off-the-top-of- is not a magic bullet. We never
A cancer patient still can
our-heads estimates primarily claimed it was," said Robert
"Apparently, it will be
legally import the drug ex- litigated forever and forever,"
Laetrile W. Bradford, founder of the
from
gleaned
tracted from the pits of said
Committee for Freedom of
Michael
Culbert, distributors."
I
apricots and other fruits, president of the Committee for
Choice and owner of a firm
estimate
Laetrile
promoters
s.,
4.
provided a doctor signs an Freedom of Choice in Cancer
4,500 Americans cross the that sells Laetrile products.
A
•sA air
$
.
affidavit that the patient is Therapy, a California-based
backers see
1.aetrile
Mexican border each year to
As part of the crops tour for Calloway County Farmers July 26, a spray is being used
ill. But Laetrile is Laetrile lobbying group.
terminally
spend $1,500 to $3,000 for three- themselves as the successors
to control a patch of johnsongrass by US.641. Agencies involved in the day's activities
not freely available even in
or four-week Laetrile treat- to Copernicus, Galileo and
And while the legal briefs
are the Calloway County Farm Bureau, U. K. Extension Service, Soit Conservation Serthe states that have legalized pile up, the National Cancer
Other discoverers who were
ments.
vice, Murray State University, Galloway County Vocational Agriculture Department
it.
pilloried in their day.
this
in
country
Most
Laetrile
still
is
Institute
waiting
for
and the Calloway County Adult Farmer program. Pictured are (from left) Steve Zea,
The FDA notes that boosters
is reportedly sold on the black
to
June
permission
start
in
The
Court
Supreme
testing
farm
county
the
of
president
Parks,
Carmen
Knight;
Roy
Jr.;
Hutson
city planner Dan
market, and the FDA has of other "miracle" cancer
Laetrile
on
and
upheld
humans.
the
Drug
Food
bureau: and Melvin B. Henley, mayor.
warned Laetrile may be cures made that claim, too.
Last September, after
impure and toxic. At least two And Supreme Court Justice
prolonged soul-searching, the
deaths by cyanide poisoning Thurgood Marshall noted in
institute announced plans for
from Laetrile have been the Laetrile decision that FDA
a clinical trial of Laetrile on
documented: a New York annals include such purported
300 advanced_cancer .patients
infant who took her father's cures as "lineaments of
conventional tablets arid a California turpentine, mustard, oil, eggs
whom
for
therapy had failed.
woman who took massive and ammonia ... and pastes
made from glycerin and
for breast cancer.
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. insists that Miss O'Melia pageant, held at a Boardwalk former Miss North Carolina,
amounts
But the FDA, which must
walked to center stage during
But Moertel and others say Limburger cheese."
AP) — Miss Orient USA says eventually will receive all that motel here.
use
approve
any
experimental
As winner, she says she so the preliminary rounds of the
Laetrile is not usually toxic in
Marshall said this explains
pageant promoters are was promised her.
of unapproved drugs, has not
received
has
several
far
do
we
speaking,
"Generally
a
why Congress decided to
$1,500,
of
out
her
cheating
competition to find her suc- yet decided whether to allow its customary dose.
Laetrile, known generically protect the public against "the
three-week vacation in the not have the money. She trophies, $500 worth of clothes cessor, kicked her crown and the $250,000 test.
as amygdalin, contains vast range of self-styled
Far East, a screen test in the should know we are just and a rhinestone crown — castigated pageant sponsors
know
wants
to
The
FDA
by panaceas that inventive minds
cyanide surrounded
Philippines and a root beer starting," Mrs. Cabacungan -and I have to give the crown
for allegedly failing to provide more about the source of the glucose molecules. It is found can devise.",
said. -This girl is giving me so to the next queen."
promotion contract.
In late June, another beauty a promised scholarship and a institute's Laetrile, said not only in apricot pits and
Some observers suspect that
Ceilani Kyono O'Melia, 24, many headaches."
spokesman Wayne Pines. He •
Mrs. queen. Debbie Shook, the $5,500 wardrobe.
Nevertheless,
bitter- almonds, but in linui µse of Laetrile is down or, at
of Howell Township, says she
said it also is concerned about
beans, sweet potatoes and the very least, has leveled off.
will appear at the 1979 final of Cabacungan, who founded the
the ethics of "testing a subother
whose
foods
Bradford thinks Laetrile use
the relatively obscure pageant pageant for young American
stance on humans that has
"cyanogenic glucosides" is just now growing back to the
Friday night in Long Beach, women of Oriental ancestry
no
safety and efshown
usually are not harmful, level of 1975, the year before
Calif., to claim her prizes or two years ago, says she will
fectiveness in animals,"
Orient
Miss
her
third
crown
experts say.
states began to legalize it. "A
down.
close the pageant
a
of
in
light
particularly
Amygdalin was first found
lot of doctors stopped using it
"I've been very patient for a USA this week from among 23
recent study that found in bitter
almonds in the 18.30s. as soon as the government got
year. I've acted like a lady. contestants who have paid $50
poisonous in test
was
Laetrile
In the 1920s, San Francisco involved. They just didn't
I've had a lot of class about each to compete aboard the
animals.
Mary.
physician Ernst T. Krebs Sr. want the harassment," he
Queen
Orient
Miss
reigning
the
it,"
Miss O'Melia, a woman of
developed a product from said.
said Monday. "But I want to
a
feel
Some
cancer
experts
The denture program began
'FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —
apricot kernels he - called
FDA lawyer Eugene M.
make sure all these young Japanese and Irish descent Kentucky's
Medicaid in July, _ 1978 but was clinical test is justified, given
for
Monmouth
the
works
He patented it a
who
Sarcarcinase.
to
said, "Things seem to
Pfeifer
ladies know they're -going
the
scope
of
the
Laetrile
program_ has resumed paying suspended seven months later
"an
later
as
enzyme
decade
County government, says she
go
vogue
and out of vogue.
Into
be ripped off."
We
*denture costs for qualified after exhausting the $309.000- _movement. 'Certainly..
for treatment of malignant I would suspect that Laetrile
The president of the paid a $100 entry fee and sold recipients.
every
quack
go
chasing
can't
for
fiscal
year.
last
allocated
growths," but it was so toxic it at one point or another will be
Remedios $300 worth of advertisements
pageant,
ap- drug," said Dr. Charles G.
legislature
Jack
WaddelL acting .- The
to
enter
tickets
last
year's
killed rats.
and
supplanted by some other
River,
Toms
Cabacungan of
Clinic's
the
of
Mayo
Moertel
a
similar
amount
propriated
the
of
Bureau
commissioner
Kreps refined it over the drug just now emerging on
Cancer
Comprehensive
for Social Insurance, said the for this fiscal year.
years, and in 1949 his son some Gre .',. island or Tibetan
Waddell said:926 persons Center. "But Laetrile has
payments of up to $250 for
renamed it Laetrile and
hilltop. There's always a
no
that
.proportions
assumed
fitting complete dentures, had received dentures before
other quack medicine has propounded the theory that dozen or two vying for at.
the program was suspended.
were resumedJuly 1.
-the cyanide -in- -arnygdalin
!OH "
assumed before."
•
Administration's power to ban
Laetrile from interstate
commerce, even for the dying,
but it did not disturb the legal
mechanism for importation
that U.S. District Judge
Luther Bohanon in Oklahoma
City set up in 1977.
The agency is still fighting
to close off Bohanon's affidavit system, and the court
fight is far from over.

By CHRIS CONNELL
Associated Press Writer

Miss Orient USA Says She Is
Being Cheated by Promoters

r

State Medicaid Program
Continues To Pay Cost
Of Dentures To Recipients

Runners To Face Arrest If
They Run Through Parade
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Sweaty marathon runners
who want to continue a nineyear tradition, sharing the
limelight with folks on floats,
face arrest if they try to trot
along Main Street as Salt Lake
City celebrates its pioneer
heritage.
Parade Chairman Oscar
Drake estimated that 200,000
spectators would line downtown streets today as the
annual Days of '47 parade
traveled the 15' blocks from
Brigham Young's statue to
Liberty Park.
• But for the first time in nine
years, the parade won't share
Maui Street with runners in
the city's annual marathon.
Drake said the race
distracts spectators from thefloats, horse patrols, drill
teams and other parade en-

tries.
"Those who have floats
want full attention," he said.
"You have runners who are
not in shape, fall down and
pass out and all these things
divert attention from our
floats."
In a signed editorial last
week, William R. Smart,
Deseret News editor and
general manager, agreed that
watching a runner get sick
was not a pleasant parade
feature. But he quoted one
spectator as saying, "Did you
ever watch the horses in the
parade?"
Because of the marathon's
size — 1,289 official entrants —
parade and marathon officials
agreed runners would be
rerouted one block 'away to
State Street just before the
parade begins. Those who
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Dinner
fore189
The

ChiPPer
• 2piecesoffish filet

• crispfrench fries
• creantycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hushpuppies
elree 16 oz.soft drin
Reg S2 44 Value

Save 55t

Captain D's.
seafood
Offer Good Through luly list

reach Main Street before the
parade's 9 a.m. start will be
able to run the traditional
route over 26 miles.
Spokesmen for the race's
sponsor, the Deseret News,
say they've yet to hear from
anyone who likes the change.
Keith Mitchell, marathon
organizer for the newspaper,
said one anonymous caller
said he intended to run down._
Main Street no matter what
time he arrived.
Drake said he had discussed
that possibility with police. "If
they run down Main, they will
be arrested," he said.
John O'Hara, of Bountiful,
protested in a letter to the
News that the change violates
the spirit of the holiday, which
marks the entry of Mormon
pioneers into the Salt Lake
Valley.
"Were the first to reach the
valley any more valiant than
the last, were there not great
stories of courage among the
later groups of pioneers?" he
wrote.

ii

HOME FEDERAL
PUJUCAH AND ALL OF ESTERN KENTUCKY
-The ,4rea's Largest Savings& Loan Institution-

Phantom Chicken
Jokes And Clucks
With Nuclear
Plant Employees

And

GROWING EVER YijAY
t. re bigger to serve you better!(her $102,000.000.00 Strong

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
(AP) — They call him the
Phantom Chicken, and more
than a few employees at the
Sequoyah nuclear plant site
have heard his clucks over the
public address system.
"I've heard him. I don't
know who's doing it," G.G.
Stack, coastruction manager
for the Tennessee Valley
Authority
project, said
Monday.
The mystery clucker's
noises, mingled with -jokes,
have come at all hours of the
day around the complex for
the past several months.
An unidentified source told a
Chattanooga newspaper that
._1?-hantom Chicken "makes our
working days bearable. He's
become a hero' around the
plant." But some supervisors
„pre in a ?eck-wTirtaltu!
after failing Tor 'we
capture the clucking CLIprit.
The source said officials
'recently interrogated one man
In an office as part of their
search. But cackling from the
lic address system interrupted them, followed by:
"You've got the wrong man."

•

HIGHER INTEREST ON YOUR SAVINQS
With 26-Week Money Market Certificates 110,000 Minimum
Rate Good Thru
July 25th

0

\OW
Paying

Federal regelotIons twohibot the compounding
of interest dooly o.. the, Detour's

Oedproi regulohons rep‘ore a subStant101
interest penally foe early eithdravtols
from Cprt.t.cote OCtounts

HOME FEDERAL
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Brown Tells Farm Bureau Of Expansion
Of Foreign Marketing For Ag Products
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By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

Brown has expressed his
support for a form of
professional negotiations for
teachers.
Brown told the directors
that he opposes collective
bargaining for state employees. But teachers are
are
they
different;
professionals and many have
masters degrees, he said.
And -while we have a
number of good (local) school
boards, we have a number of
very poor ones" who do not
understand all the problems
educators must face, Brown
said.
"I don't really call it
collective bargaining," he
said. "I call it an opportunity
to require school boards to sit
down with their teachers once
a year and talk about their
problems.. talk about longfor
plans
term
education....It's a matter of
involving people to solve
problems."
An arbitrator would be
present during those annual
meetings to provide an independent report to the school
board, Brown said. But the
board -can tear it(the report
up if they want to."
On other matters, Brown
said he is -excited" about
Kentucky's potential in a

number of areas, including
agriculture and coal, and
reiterated his theme that, as a
businessman, he can more
efficiently run state government.
Describing operations in
Frankfort as "bureaucracy on
top of bureaucracy," Brown

said "politicians" face two
major problems in administering state government
— maintaining independence
and adding to bureaucratic
growth because of "all the
obligations of getting elected."
Brown, who said he has
made no promises during his

campaign, pledged to have
qualified management personnel conduating the state's
business during his adis
Such
ministration.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate John Y. Brown Jr.
necessary, he said, if all areas
says that, if elected, he would
of Kentucky are to be
work to expand foreign
equitably served with limited
marketing opportunities for
state funds.
Kentucky agricultural
products.
While the state has opened a
marketing door with economic
development and tourism
offices in Europe, Brown told
the directors of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau on Monday that
he sees a need for further
awarded
been
has
(left)
FOR COMMENDABLE SERVICE — Captain Ellis L Pennington
growth in those areas.
the Army Commendation Medal -for the performance of exceptional meritorious serBrown's remarks came in a
departin
the
He said the engineer, Robert alive," Sanchez said of Jessie
vice" in his three years as an assistant professor and recruiting counselor
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif.
"Measure the Candidate"
Charles Baumgartner, 30, of Dean Johnson, 58, and his 45ment of military science at Murray State University. The son of Mrs. Lucy Pennington
Bernardino
San
A
—
Farm
(AP)
the
forum conducted by
and the late John Pennington of Dry Ridge, he is shown with It. Col. Randell Routt,
couple were "lucky to be Arcadia, Calif., saw the car year-old wife, Helaine.
Bureau. Republican Louie
in
M.B.A.
his
received
Pennington
professor of military science at Murray State.
after their car was hit, stop at the crossing gate
alive"
adto
"It took four hours to get
Nunn was scheduled
Processing
Custom
of
manager
and
will
become
1975
in
State
Murray
from
agriculture
dragged and then smashed where lights were flashing, Mrs. Johnson loose," he said.
board members
the
dress
for Shoemaker Seed Company in Murray Aug. 1. He and his wife, the former Sue Johnagainst a bridge by a train, a and then proceed across the "The metal was wrapped
today.
tracks.
9,
Gina,
daughters,
two
have
of
Owenton,
Johnson
Lloyd
Highway Patrol officer said.
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
around her legs. They literally
Brown told the directors
most
with
and Lori, 4.
"The train hit the car dead had to cut the car apart."
that he agrees
Highway patrol officer
Farm. Bureau positions on a
Larry Sanchez said the crash center, dragged it along the — Mrs. Johnson was treated
number of issues, ranging
occurred Sunday after the car tracks about 540 feet until It for minor injuries at St.
from protecting the tobacco
was driven onto the railroad came to a bridge," said Bernadine's Hospital in San
Sanchez.
industry to upgrading rural,
tracks at a crossing.
Bernardino. Johnson walked
or farm-to-market, roads.
away from the crash, the
to
the
the
car
turned
"Then
one
pulling
train
freight
diesel
A
however,
was,
There
patrol officer said.
collective
up to 160 cars was traveling left side of the train and was highway
—
exception
was checked and
The
train
about 15 mph on Santa Fe literally squished between the
bargaining for teachers.
allowed to continue its run
and
the
train,"
Sanchez
bridge
Cajon
near
strongly
tracks
railroad
The Farm Bureau
For Sharon Brown, taking Construction program.
from San 'Bernardino to
By NANCY SHULINS
Pass as it approached the said.
"These women are the best
opposes collective bargaining
program
11-week
the
in
part
Barstow.
Associated Press Writer
to
be
lucky
were
"They
said.
Sanchez
employees;
ever
crossing,
potential trainees we've
for all public
,BEDFORD, Ind. (AP) — It means kissing her two young
the director says. "Like
looks like any other mid- children goodbye each Sunday had,"
people, I guess, I was
most
bus
institute
the
boarding
morning coffee break — a half and
ed with the feeling
contaminat
dozen women lounging around for the 11-hour trip from her
welfare people have no
that
Bend.
South
in
home
a cafeteria table, sipping from
Nall of desire to help themselves. But,
For Sherlie
china cups and flipping
of these women have a lot of
mother
a
s,
Indianapoli
through glossy magazines.
a determination. And seeing
up
But the talk at this table three, it means giving
that has been a pleasant
airan
in
job
low-paying
concerns sand blasters and
surprise."
for
office
scaffolding, the magazines conditioned doctor's
are construction trade jour- the chance to triple her inUnder the program, funded
nals, and the only recipes come under the blistering with a $518,545 grant from the
changing
hands
have summer sun.
U.S. Department of Labor, the
For Deborah Buente of women are learning a skill a
ingredients like sand, grave!,
Evansville, whose daughter is week, from laying asphalt to
cement and water.
The women are among 80 spending the summer with her shoring trenches, from
in
Indiana welfare mothers grandparents
operating jackhammers to
spending the summer as Massachusetts, it meant three establishing grade.
trainees at the Indiana stitches in her finger after an
They eat and sleep at the
Laborers' Training Institute, encounter with an unruly
institute. Their tuition, room
a private school established jackhammer.
"Splitting my finger open and board and expenses are
by the •state's construction
didn't make me want to give paid by the labor department.
industry.
- "We net only need to create
Ms. Buente says.
a sex balance, but we also are
done
I'd
what
realize
made me
wrong, and I wanted it fixed rapidly finding out that we
right away so I could get back just don't have enough
workers," said Stigall.
out there and try again."
Institute director Thomas "We've always been open to
Stigall says Ms. Buente's women, but the numbers have
enthusiasm is shared by most been dropping off in recent
of the trainees enrolled in the years. This year, I decided to
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — experimental Women in create an interest."
"The Boss saves you trips to the store.
The Department for Natural
"The Boss"lets you bring home two
Resources and Environmental
quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip
Protection will conduct auto
bottle
emissions tests on department
employees'cars next week.
"The Boss"saves you storage space.
Deputy Secretary Frank
Harscher will have his car
Bringirlg home"The Boss- means
tested at noon, Aug. 2, shortly
you'll use up less room in your
after he is scheduled to be
office.
his
refrigerator or pantry. This handy giant
WASHINGTON (AP)—Sen. by
sworn in as the department's
it has
sure
to
make
"I
want
D,
Itu-ddleston
"Dee"
Walter
takes up less space than five cans or
new secretary.
as is
Harscher issued a challenge Ky., said Monday that he is as much authority
two quart bottles
the
to the news media to have concerned, that President necessary to eliminate
c
bureaucrati
serious
very
Energy
their cars tested at the same Carter's proposed
"The Boss savesthat Pepsi-Cola
stand in the
time. He said he will conduct Mobilization Board is got obstacles that now
sparkle.
an informal news conference strong enough and that way of many coal-related
said.
he
to
projects,"
have
may
Congress
the
The reseaiabie cap on"The Boss" •
at
test
the
following
are
there
said
Huddleston
it.
strengthen
Capital Plaza Tower.
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
"enmany
too
Speaking to the Commodity now
Harscher said the testing
s sparkling fresh for as long
serving
and
has two purposes — to train 10 Club of Washington, Hud- vironmental, procedural
restrictions"
as you need them
additional people to handle dleston said he hopes bureaucratic
of
the
"kind
prohibit
that
of
parts
on
act
will
to
Congress
and
Fair
testing at the State
is
said
-The Boss- Pepsi-Cola's
offer the service to depart- the President's new energy action that needed." He
be
strong
must
the
board
the
of
end
the
before
program
64-oz. bottle.
ment employees.
to overcome those
He said the testing at the month, especially the Energy enough
4,44,
restri,ctions.
fair will be a public service to Mobilization Board.
"I want to make sure it (the
a .ige drivers of any defects
y to cut
Ca ing therri,to lose gasoline , board) has theavthorit
mileage or produce pollution. through red tape on iitilities
He said no license plate and industries converting
numbers will be recorded or from oil to gas as well as other'
any enforcement-type action energy plants," Huddleston
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
said in a statement released
taken.
The 1979 Kentucky Corps of
Longriflemen team will start
its competition Saturday with
a shoot-out at the Painted
Stone Festival in Shelby
County.
The longrifles used by team
members are antiques or
authentic reproductions of the
rifles used by early Kentucky
TUESDAY
pioneers.
Dinnwr
sioAk
Sirloin
Sizziin'
Nearly 100 people tried out
for this year's 104nan team in
MONDAY
Chopped Steak
two shooting matches.
Dinner
In its 16-year existence, the
team has lost only three
matches. It will compete at
the Painted Stone Festival
against marksmen from
Shelbyville and Shelby,County
law enforcement agencies,
who will use modern service
revolvers.
WEDNESDAY
Members of this year's
Chicken Fried
are Harry Marsh,
team
Steak Dinntko
Ashcraft,
B.
Stanton;
Covington; Sheridan Mayo,
Then, each day, you ye got your choice ,
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast
Mt. Sterling; Jeff Barker,
any Drink and a trip to our Soup n
Morehead; Fred Haddaway,
Salad Bar
CharlesLpuisville;
•
.PURCHASE.
APPOINTMENT FROM Nora)
Wallingford, Union; Wayne
NOTITTO AY PADUCAH R)TTLING CO_ PADUCAH.EY.UNDER
Jenkins, Salyersville; Jim
Millikin, Bowling Green;
Quality that keeps you commre back.
Richard Morgan, Winchester;
Bel-Air Center
Ellington,
Harold
and
Morehead.
Murray

Alit

Coffee Break Conversations
Differ For Working Women

San Bernadar ino Couples To
Be Alive After ar Was Hit,
Dragged, Smashed By Train

VV.,-

'41. BO,••,

RING *HONE

Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle...the biggest
Pepsi of them all!

Emission Tests
To Be Given To
Agency Employees

Senator Concerned That
Carter Energy Board
May Need Strengthening

19.79 Longriflemen

Corps To Begin
Its Competition

Three Days.
Three Dinners..
One Special Price.

79

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
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Students Cannot Be
Forced To Attend
Summer Band Camp

•

I LEGAL NOTICE
CHARLES N Axson will
not be responsible for any
debts other taan my own as
of July 18. 1979

2. NOTICE
DRIVING TO Ft Lauderdale
this week Will take one or
moo to snare expenses Call
753 6453

2 NOTICE

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. I AP: A public school student cannot
be forced to take part m
sun Liner band camp in order
to march with the band in the
fall, according to the state
attorney general's office.
In an opinion released
Monday, Assistant Attorney
General Robert Chenoweth
said that public school
students cannot be required to
COMMISSION — Robert D. Reed, Murray, has been commissioned a second
pay their expenses at a
lieutenant in the U. S. Army Reserve through the Reserve Officers Training Corps
band camp if the
summer
188is
of
cadet
1
(ROTC) program at Murray State University. Selected as the No.
camp is a requirement for
summer
this
Kan.,
Riley,
Fort
in
Camp
Advanced
ROTC
member "II Comp-"n y" at the
participation in the school
he has been assigned to the Medical Service Corps branch of the 807th Combat Supband.
Murray
at
agriculture
in
studies
graduate
his
port Hospital in Padocah v.hile finishing
Chenoweth said that a 1978
State. He and his wife, Hilary, shown pinning on his bars along with It. Col. Ftandell
law deigned to ehminate the
12.
Lynn,
Routt, professor of military science at MSU, have one daughter, Jody
bulk of school fees provides
•
that a fee cannot be charged
participation...in
"for...full
any regular school program."
'As we understand the
situation you presented for our
IRVINE, Ky 1API - The consideration, participation in
nean ,esse
ACROSS
Answer to Ntondas's Puzzle
trial of Ernest Stamper, 21, of the summer band camp is a
5 Mom and
1 Licks
Madison Count) was declared condition. precedent to full
MOM
ASP
6 Man s nick• El
5 Time period
participation in a regular
name
13131313 STOP OVA a- mistrial in Estill Circuit school
8 Quarrel
program, i.e. band,"
p, Court Thursda) and Stam7 Evergreen
ROASTE.
SE D
12 %ward
POI
8 Anwar —
Chenoweth wrote Mrs. D.D.
TONE. per's attorney was ordered
TEETER
shelter
9 Costs
Cooksey of Ashland.
13 Beverage
U .R
MOJain
10 Skin ailment
1 4 Aims box
LO
However, Chenoweth said if
Stamper faced several
11
Labels
15 Tried
0 B
at the camp was
attendance
CEI
chased
police
3111
after
charges
113t1
being
16
Actual
17 Fording
G+9
voluntary
and a
purely
Irvine
through
car
his
C1003010
river
013
18 Asian
Detests
EE
A
RED
recently, eventually shooting student would not receive any
22 Kettledrum
20 Scepters
LEAN
rl EN DA
sanctions for not attending,
out the tires, officials said.
21 For fear that 23 Gem
T 4A
,
T 0
LL
24 Eon
INST
23 Fiber plant
Estill District Judge Bill) L. then a fee could be charged.
25 Small lump
RENA
R I P
24 Female
Chenoweth also told Mrs.
Wilson declared a mistrial and
27 Deity
D I T
sheep
ordered attorney Daniel T. Cooksey that admission
of
favor
In
-29
26 Ardent
Taylor III of liouisvdle to jail cannot- be charged for
30 Still
28 Secret
after an incident during the
35 Leave
4:
agent
4 - 7;1.
36 1 760 ords
questioning of count) jailer
31 Sun god
37 Path
43 Pemairjer
32 Nod
Sam Tipton, sources reported.
44 Lamb s per
38 Turk
5C Cta'ty
33 Scale note
late in the afternoon Taylor
40 Apportions
53 State AL-ibr
name
34 Sum up
was released and Wilson told
36 Pattern
reporters that no charges had
38 Small child
10 11
8 9
7
4
3 6
2 3
1
been filed against him
40 Arab cruet

Stamper Trial A
Mistrial; Attorney
Ordered To Jail

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
--

-4-

41 Tibetan
priest
43 Repulse
45 Scandinavian
48 Jubilant
50 Hunting dog
51 Father
52 Sick
54 Jug handles
55 Makes lace
56 Remuneration
57 Maple e g
DOWN
1 Slat
2 Appellation
of Athena
3 Mortar and
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III"•

1911U1
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1 API The state attorney general's
office has held out a way for
coal producing counties to tax
coal producers after an attempt to levy local coal
severance taxes fell short
three years ago.
Assistant Deputy Attorney
General Charles Runyan, in
an opinion released Monday.
said a county fiscal court

Seloscreiws who ions eist
received tba beeve-deavered
copy of The fitenvy Loiter L
Times by 510 p.m. Mimicry Friday er by 3:30 p.m ea
Saturdays ore urged to c41
/53-1916 between 530 p.m
miI 6 p.m., fileeirs-Fridey, or
3:30 p.m. emd 4 p.m. Seerdorys, to Moore delivery of ties
oemspepor. Glib meet be
placed by 6 p.m. weeisisms or
4 p.m. Unwary* to goormitee
delivery.
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MA61E3E IF HE THOL'6HT
tHE W45 MAKIt•t6 ME
SICK HE D 6ET BETTER

I'M 50 wORRIED ABOU7
04ACLIE BROWN I CAN'T
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THEY SEE ONE -ME,,
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programs on school time.

To charge a student for
an) actis it) conducted during
the nallnnuln school day is, in
esserk•e, a charging for going
sch,iol
to
that
day,"
Chenoweth said. "KRS 158.107
absolutely prohibits such a
charge
Chenoweth said the "socalled small sums for
dramatic
or
musical
programs on school tulle have
been a source of many complaints,
questions
arid
frustrations."
(Menu% eth said another
issut• raised by Mrs. Cooksey
also gave him concern, but for
other than the
reasons
charging of a fee.
She had asked if students
could be charged admission
for sports events during the
school day.
Chenoweth pointed out that
regulations of the state Board
for Elementary and Stscondar) Education prohibit
shortening the school day for
outside activities such as
athletic events.
He said that while the law
does not prohibit charging a
student to attend a sports
events, "these sports events
may not properly be held
during any part of the regular
school day so as to shorten the
six hours required of actual
school work.''
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Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315
Personal interest given
to each of our Senior
portraits.

a

I

TAM MAYFIELD
ANTIOVE MALL
121 SAWN
MAYFIELI, Ky.
Large
depression
glass, show and sale,
July 26th through the
29th. Also antiques,
collectibles and plants.

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS
THIS SUMMER

CARTER STUDIO
153-9298
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office. 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for
business from Sam. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday arid from 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
These hours include
the business office,
advertising
classified
department, retail
advertising department
circulation
and
department.
At times other than
those listed above the
office is closed for
regular business even
though newsroom and
production employees
may be on duty.
request that
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
telephone
The
the
for
numbers
newspaper departments.,
are,
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER
Classified Ads 753-1916
753-1917
Circulation
753-1919
Display Ads
753-1916
Accounting
News & Sports 753-1918
The Murray
1,edger & Times

could Lax coal producers as
long as the tax is part of an
overall occupational or license
tax.
"Such a general county
occupational or license tax
upon
must
based
be
ADVERTISING
reasonable
classifications,
DEADLINES
must not be discriminatory
-All display ads,
and must not be arbitrary or
classified displays and
confiscatory," Runyan said.
regular display, must
Pike County had attempted
be submitted by 12
to levy a local coal tax in 1976,
noon, the day before
but it was struck down as
publication.
unconstitutional by the state
All reader classSupreme Court.
ifieds must be subRunyan's opinion was at the
mitted by 12 noon the
request • of - Bennie. Garland,'
day
before
pub-'
public administration
Excluding
lication.
specialist for the 1.ake
classified ads for MonCumberland Area Developday. We ask yoi to call
ment DIStrict
by 10 a.m. Sa
Garland said counties,
particularly coal producing
counties, are facing serious
problems of raising additional
Larry's
revenues for local services in
the wake of the depletion of
Clean-Up
their natural resources, the
Body Shop
&
questionable status of federal.
753-7689
revenue sharing and a limit on
revenue from the property tax
imposed by the special session
of the General Assembly
earlier this year.
R.unyan said the; Pike
County tax had been struck
down as unconstitutional
because it was levied not upon
coal producers but upon the
.••
receiving and processing of
coal.
"The court pointed out that
the latter was riot an inNews, Society and
dependent trade, occupation
753 1918
Sports
or profession," Runyan said.
Retail Display ad"It was but one of a series of
vertising 753 1919
events which -occur in the
Classified Display,
business of production."
Classified CIrculati-,
Runyan said the Pike
on and the Business
County case suggests "That
be
may
Office
the County Phoenix can rise
reached on 753
from the ashes of its abortive
1916and 753 191 7
enactment if the principles
and limitations we mentioned
asim111111RIIIIMMINIMINlimon
are carefully followed.
IF YOU
''The Pike County coal Lax,
NEED THEM
since it fell short as a liceiise
489-2414
Airport
or occupational tax, was
753-9332
Ambulance
merely a tax on certain uses of
753-6622
Comp. Care
coal and thus was an excise
753-1441
Fire (City
tax," Runyan said.
753-6952
Fire(County )
Counties are prohibited by
753-5362
Foster Parents
the state constitution from
753-5131
Hospital
imposing-excise taxes, which
Hum. Rts, Com, 753-0849
taxes
the
upon
are
759-4141
Humane Soc.
manufacture, sale or con753-2288
Learn To Read
sumption of commodities.
753-NEED
Needline
However, they may levy a tax
753-1792
• Parents' Anon.
on occupations. 753-7588
Poison Control
"In summary, a valid or753-1621
Police
dinance must enact a general
7534952
Rescue Squad
occupational or license tax
753-0929
Senior Citizens
covering the various trades,
753-3151
Sheriff
occupations and professions
1-800-592-5401
,State Pol.
carried on in the particular
This list of telephone
county," Runyan said.
numbers is pUblished
"Within the general orthrough the cooperation Of
dinance, coal producers
The Murray ledger 8c
(those individuals or corTimes and the Social
poratirms engaged -in the- - .Cfyiierr
cThin rtittiWr
extractive business of coal
Readers gre urged to clip
production) must be inhandy
the list and keep
tegrated as a trade or
the telephone.
N
near
business,'Lhe said

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

BEETLE BAILEY
THAT'S A
GREAT LOOKING
PIECE OF OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
YOU HAVE
THERE,
AMOS

or

Way To Tax Coal
Producers Given By
Frankfort Office

18
20

27

26

24 25

17

4

14

1311

15

4-

dramatic

Earn good money as
an Avon Representative. Fresh air.
Friendly
people.
Flexible hours. For
details, call 753-5750.
FREE STORE 7594600
GOD tS Love Bible study,
Bible Facts and
anytime
ree Store 759 4600

BIBLE CALL
and
Monday
Tuesday hear "Nell
- Is it a Realty?"
159-4444 or
"Children's Story"

L.

AM a.INA.

•
Photo Copy
Machine
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
7134123

It's A
Fact
Fres sift
Wrapping
la
1,
Starks Nardwaro
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

-11)11-71)1A;v1()NDS
reset

• ••

"

EAR
STUDS

FURCitcriVitiliYS 4t11 MurraN,

14.

6. HELP WANTED
PAIN
EXPERIENCED
For
TERS, steady work
interview call 753 0839
EARN EXTRA Money. Ideal
New
for
Homemakers
survey to update Murray
community
directories
Absolutely no selling Most
work can be done from your
home by phone Generous
compensation Small amount
of house to house work
required Must be able to
work at least 5 hours per day
We train you Must have
telephone and good hand
writing Apply in own han
dwriting giving name, ad
cress, and telephone num
ber, to Johnson Publishing
Company, c o Ledger 8.
32Y
Box
Times, P 0
Murray. KY 42071
EXPERIENCED
at
MEXHANIC
Murray
Muffler, 7th
and
Maple
Streets
HELP WANTED, Hickory
Hut Bar b q needs a person
to cook in the pit 3 days a
week Also need part time
day help Stop by Hickory
Hut to fill out application
Located on Chestnut Street
Please no phone calls.
JANITOR MUST be able to
run buffer, work late hours
Call 753 9757
SEWING
MACHINE
operators. Apply in person
Calloway
Manufacturtng
Company,
111
Poplar,
Murray, KY

4

3

2

Own your 0011 beautiful Jean
and Fashion shop, offertn4 the
latest in Fashion Jeans. Spurtawear, ladies Apparel
Costume Jewelry, and other
related fashions You may
select your beginning inventory from uver 13.5
Nationally known brands
415.500 00 includes beginning
inventory, training and fixtures You may have your
store in as Little as 15 days
Call Mr Jackman 404415248001

I

11. INSTRUCTIONS
HAVE A Sarah Coventry
Jewelry party and receive
lots of free iewelry Cali
Laura Case, 759 4027
LABORATORY
MEDICAL
Technician
class staffs
P8.19
September
10,
Apply
Enrollment limited
now Call (6151 5263460 or
write Cumberland School of
Medical Technology, 321 N
Washington Ave , Cookeville,
TN 38501
12. INSURANCE
WAN-TED FARM faMilies
interested in a top notch
malor
medical
group
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape Call 753 7393
JUNK CARS Call after 5 Om.
474 8838
WANTED TO buy. Standing
timber. ,top pr,kes paid 489
2334
15 ARTICLES FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Full length wedding
gown, size 10, only one
2 price. Call 7531
left, /
8365 from 8:30 to 5
p.m.

'it X .()1.1..

'Hon
f <ar

6. HELP WANTED
WANTED FARM— Tirriilre-C
interested in a top notch
group
medical
rajor
hospital coverage Call Steve
home
7273,
Payne, office 753
759 1134
NEED short term
WE
to co ordinate
supervisor
directory
community
workers Must be able to
devote 6 hours per day for
approximately 3 weeks
Applicant needs to have a
good knowledge of Murray
area and en loy working with
people Apply to P 0 Bost, 32
V. Murray. KY 42071
UNATTACHED
WANTED
Way to care for invalid lady
NAM Salary Phone 759
1661
b. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
group
medical
major
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134
WOULD LIKE to do light
bookkeeping in my home
753 7597
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY

FOR SALE 1002 cabin tent
used one time $120 GE AM
M 8 track tape player with
turntable, 2 speakers, and
stand, $15 Call 753 0212 after
5 pm 753 1207
1951 FORD TRACTOR and
Westinghouse refrigerator,
18 20 cubic ft Cabinet stereo
with AM FM radio Call 753
7833 after 5 pm

SUMMER SALE
30 to 54% off se al Shrubs
sod News Pleistv holy 23 mod
lily ZS

ROFFMAN'S NURSERY
Mia-ray, Ky
Upen9a m to.5pm
FOUR OF 8 55 15 Good Year
snow tires mounted on 15"
Ford Mercury wheels, good
condition. $25 Springs and
rnattress for double bed. $30.
Call 753 4574 or 436 5516
LARGE TAME plums for
sale Also refrigerator and
green carpet. Call 153-4725.
MUST SELL , 3 speed VM
table model record player,
men's large size clothing;
hard rock maple dough box
Call 753 0309.
WE BUY and sell used air
- conditioners 753 1551 or 753
9104
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
BROWN CARPETING $125.
twin
bedroom
set $125;
dresser S,40, chest S30, couch
530. Lots of household items
436 2248 before 3 pm.
DINETTE TABLE and 6
chairs $40
Call 753 8810
after 5
LIVING
ROOM
Suite,
bedroom
suite, electric
range, recliner chair. Call
753 8321 after 7 pm
SIX
HARD rock maple
chairs, maple ..hutCh -and Walking Exercisor Machine
Call 753 3295

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Natural Gas System is accepting
applications for residential gas service under the
provisions of a controlled residential attachment
plan.
A limit of one hundred (100) new customers has
been established.
Persons desiring to apply for service may pick up
an application at the Murray Natural Gas System
engineering office on Andrus Drive, Murray, Kentucky. Additional information may be obtained by
calling 753-5626.

For Sale
By Sealed Bid:
Twenty Six 9.5 Cu. Ft. G. E. refrigerators,
Eighteen 11.6 Cu. Ft. Westinghouse refrigerators.
May be inspected at the rear of the project apartments on Ellis Drive and Brd St. Ext. 8:00 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Leave bids at the Busing Authority Office- Bid
25, 1979 at 1:00
-44
ict#1•' Ang lifilx6crioreckz..
p.m.
Additional information may be obtained at the
Housing Authority office, 753-5000.

Ii
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16. HOME FURNISAINGS
50f A Ss, ROCK E Ix $25
sew ,nu machine ptus at
it (4LJt'
541_
,T.,•,.ry
qat,
$150
heap
5;.eilYI,e1JU5 goods
(_al, 759 1679
19 FARM EQUIP
.3.103) JOHN DE E RE ,umbthe
A tt
urn and bean header
ts m ude i Con 901 1.17 5335
atter 7 pm
19-18 RE D ESE L t V EurO an°
ttqu,pmem
E xt.eitetit con

26 TV RADIO
MACO 300 BILATERAL
amatuer linear worth St per
watt now Only 5250 492 8834
PIERCE SIMPON Bengal
AM SSB, CB, batie or mobile
with slider NeN, was 5,449.
now S200 442 8834
STACK 3 MOSBEY S CB
antenna can talk to Canada
and Mexico New $150, now
57
492 8834
USED ZENITH color t v ,
ab,net model, $150 Call 753
6945 after 2 pin
27 MOB. HOME SALES
11x65
130NANZA
TWO
bedroom, all electric, washer
and
dryer,
located
in
country Call 753 6204
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central or, well and
large garage, located in
K irkSey Call 489 2248 after 5
Pm
1973 GUERDON. 12x40,
underpinned and tied down,
alt electric,.furnished Price
5,3250 Call 753 2762
MOBILE
HOME
1974
Challehger 14x70, 56800
Moving out of state, must sell
immediately 753 4762 or 753
8430 after 5 30
1975 12)(60 TRAILER, ex
;:ellent condition Call 753
5683 or 762 2896

20 SPORTS EQUIP
Sp.r,t 10
FREE
speed t).h1' 24 ,nct
good
roccit On S511 (311 753 6002
22 MUSICAL
AT TEN T ION , START your
cruld in music this year Now
is the titre tu buy a piano at a
spectacular low pr cc and
Back to School
the
avoid
rush We have 52 p anOs 1C
Name your
choose from
price We have two practice
pianos Starting at $,100 each
Conic to K.mbail Music
Center, 601
Broadway,
Paducah, K V or Call 443 3879
SPINET PIANO used like
new Used console and grand
pianos
pianos.
Practice
Baldwin pianos and organs
Lonardo Pain() Company,
across front the Post Ott ice,
Paris Tennessee
28 MOB HOME RENTS
23. EXTERMINATING
OR RENT 2 mobile home
lots Call 753 7568
TRAILER FOR rent See
Mrs Brandon Dill at Dill's
Tratler Court
29. HEATING & COOLING
60 110 VOLT window air
inclitioners Call 753 4333
.'.E HAVE 50 used air con
lioners for sale They must
go' Call 753 9104 or 753 1551
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED
TWO or thre,
bedroom trailer for rent in
24. MISCELLANEOUS
country Call 759 4084 after
F OUR 1. 001 deep
the I, ye
<40)Und SA .Inni.ra; pool 489
32. APTS FOR RENT
2553
APARTMENT F OR rent. 2
SAWDUST t- OR sale We
blocks from University, 5110
deliver Days •I 901., 352 577/
month Phone 753 4140,
or myt'tt, '9u1.: 351 3631 or per
436 2411 or 759 1154
352 348"
DUPLEX APARTMENT. 2
26. TV RADIO
NEED A new (otor Iv. but bedroom. unfurnished, $185
month
Quiet neigh
short on cas•t, We have a 19' per
b;_tr hood Call 753 8096
color fur on $15 a month or
NICE
FURNISHED one
75- for unly 522 per month
Under warranty Claytons, J bedroom apartment Inquire
100 South 13th Street
& B Mu',',. . 753 7575

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style of
fices cottages mobile home ad ons, and patios or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Closed From Fri.
60 Buy the best for less
5p.m. til Suit 2 pso

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NM Nam,' Strew,

NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pries of
HAIRCUT $2.00
pre" ad 7 SI 1465

ear
15'
iood
and
130.

4 I5

OLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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43 REAL ESTATE

32 APT S FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM furnished
basement apartment,
utilities furnished No pets
Deposit Cali 753 9829
TWO
BEDROOM
un
furnished apartment,
available immediately 753
4331
TWO 2 BEDROOM apart
ments,
furnished,
water
furn.shed Contact Paul at
Beal s Tuneup Shop, 753 8119
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent. 2 blocks
from University, $65 per
month
utilities
included,
boys only 753 4140 or 436
2411
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM house
near
Kentucky
Lake
Completely
furnished,
washer and dryer included.
Deposit required $200 per
month Call 753 8964
TWO BEDROOM furnished
house
No pets
Deposit
required Call 753 9829

11•7 is M... Meier, Poll& torvice

INFLATIONFIGHTING SALE

Mini
Warehouse
For Rent

753 4758

Office Space for
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.
Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rant
Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
business
antiques,
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.

IF YOU are at least 16 arc
would like 80 learn about
HorseShoeing, call toll free 1
800 624 1929
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AC REGISTERED Basset
Hound, male, 1 year old, very
friendly, 5125. Call 753.5984.
REGISTERED
AKC
Bloodhound puppies for sale
Paul Bailey, 753 3723.
41. PUBLIC SALES
YARD SALE I Thursday and
Friday, 8 til 6
Prices
reduced
items
New
Material, drapes, household
items, bicycles, furniture
902 Stratford, Gatesborough

Sat., July 28
10:00 A.M.
Hwy. 118 Between
Dukedom 8 Dresden in
Lothom, Tn
Complete Equipment
8 Inventory
Tarots, Cask
or Good Chock
SALE RAIN OR SHINE

AINLEY AUCTION
REALTY CO.
QL:'
Rob@r1 Ain*,
Axfionee, &Root!,

WANTING TO relocate in
country type
atmosphere?
You must see this 3 bedroom
brick situated on 1 acre
lot, large
kitchen den
combination,
baths,
fireplace, drapes recently
redecorated
Feel the im
purse to own your own home?
Here's one worth having
Call 753 1492 today Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors

660

43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
GET IT while it lasts. 2
bedroom cabin near the lake
nestled in the woods for only
Most of furniture
$9,900
stays and this is new. Nelson
Shroat Co., 759 1707
GOOD TVY0 bedroom borne
with large room on second
floor, '. basement Nice lot.
Southside Shopping
Near
$23,500
Only
Center
Never 'lived in Galloway Realty, 522 Main
Street Phone 753 5842
new 3 or 4

Looking For
An Investment?
Look no further - be
the first owner of this
sparkling new duplex;
all appliances furcablevision
nished,
equipped, fully carpeted, tenants waiting
to pay you rent. Be the
one to receive the
benefit of this income
property.
producing
Call Guy Spann Realty

John Smith, Realtor
S'L
753-7411 (anytime)

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.
Is inflation beating you
down? One way to
keep up is to own your
own home. Let us show
you this attractive 3
BR home that is
conveniently located
at 1510 Clayshire.
Offered in low $30's.

LAKEVIEW JUST reduced
for quick saiel 2, levels of
cozy lake I vino without the
lakefront price Brick and
frame with too many extras
to
mention. Reduced to
$35,500 Nelson Shroat Co.,
759 1707

753-7411 (An

'

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753.8080

_

ME.MMI

Pr.' a

I,

ime

IT'S A double pleasure! A
most pleasant home recently
remodeled with 1 bedroom
apartment Also included is
thriving recreational vehicle
business with well known
brand camping trailers all
this setting on 3 acres m -I.
For more details, call 753
1492 _Offered
by
Loretta
Jobs Realtors

5 MILES FROM
THE COURT SQUARE
58 acre farm with a
two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
tendable land and
more that could be
cleared. Some good
timber. Several fruit
trees and strawberry
beds

egka

3 BR., 2 bath mobile
home, off 94 E. has
central heat di air, not
far from Kenlake, and
I located on a wooded 2
acre lot. A good buy at
$12,900.

r
GEM IN a perfect setting! it
s a pleasure to show you the
dutstanding features of this 4
bedroom tri level Efficient
loor plan includes VmilY
'zed kitchen, dining room
with china cabinet, family
oom with built in bookcases
,Ind fireplace, built In desks
hind vanities in bedrooms,
arqe
bath
with
master
ressing area Don't post
one happiness, come see
all 153 1492
Offered by
oretta Jobs Realtors

Attention Sellers
Our successful sales
campaign has left us
with more buyers than
we have listings. Call
or come by if you want
to sell. Your property
may be exactly what
our buyers are waiting
for. Guy Spann Realty,
753-7724.

Soums , tie Court Square

753-4451
44. LOTS FOR SALE
TWO LOTS on Doran Road at
Melrose Street. Total of 180
frontage, over 200' deep. All
utilities and sewer available
and ready for immediate
start of construction. Zoned
most exctostve-zontng in
Call Guy Spann
the city
Realty. 753 7724.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, large living
room, storage building and
more. Ideal location for
family near Murray High.
Low 540's. Call today after 4
Orn, 753 6245.

I

489-2387

Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m. or
753-0588.
Mickey's Demo
1979 4 door Caprice, fully seguippett black and
silver. Stock #1742 Serial No. IN69GS255138. Invoice
Amount E7194.78 List $9025.35.

Jan's Demo
1979 Caprice Classic, Carmine Se Silver. Stock #1711
Serial i# IN691.9S249941 invoice amount $7411.87 List
$9306
0.95ain

Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 So. 753-2617

AN ALTERNATE
TO RENTING
Rented dollars are
wasted dollars. This
three bedroom home
affords the privacy
your family needs, and
allows you to invest
those
otherwise
rental
wasted
payments. Located 42
block from Carter
School. Home features
a nice family room,
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at
$39,900

I

1975 GRAND PRIX, two tone
red and burgandy. Loaded
everything but sun roof: Best
offer. 753 8257,
1979 HONDA ACCORD LX.
3,000 miles, $6800. Call 753
2269 or 753 2266.
1974 HONDA CIVIC, 2-door,
51350. Call Paglias and ask
for Manager, 753-2975.
1974 MUSTANG, NEW tires
25 mpg. 753-4705.
1972
MONTE
CARLO,
running good. Call 753-6255.
1976 VW SCIRROCO. 753
6865.
1975 VEGA HATCHBACK, 4
speed, factory
air, and
factory tape. 42,000 actual
miles. 51550. 753-8124.
50. USED TRUCKS 1978
CHEVY
VAN,
customized by Winnebago.
Call 759-4452 after 5 pm.
1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP.
Call 753 9235 after 4 pm._
1977 DODGE ,,VAN, 318 burns
regular, overhead console, 5
bucket seats, custom in
tenor, sunroof and power
vent, includes CB and
tapeplayer,
2
battery
system. 492 8834.
1978 DATSUN PICKUP, King
Cab, 5 speed, 11,000 miles,
still under warrenty, 25 mpg.
489-2184.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevrolet
truck, one owner. Also 110
Fedders
conditioner.
air
Phone 492 8360 after 5 pm.
1975 GMC SIERRA Grande
pickup, low mileage, priced
to sell at 51750. 753-7477

1
FOR SALE
New three bedroom
brick house. Two 51. CAMPERS
HAIL DAMAGED clearance
full baths. Call
sale. Many units at cost

FOR SALE

w

47 MOTORCYCLES
1973 HONDA 350 Si_
ex
(ellent condition very low
mileage Call 759 4822
49. USED CARS
-1978
BUICK
SKYLARK
Landau 305 V8 gets 13 mpg.
13 100 actual
miles, one
owner Call 753 0366
1976
CHRYSLER
COW
DOBA, 400 lean burn, burns
regular gas. leather interior,
37 000 miles, excellent gas
mileage 'Was wife s cari
492 8834
1963 CHEVROLET BELAiR
2 door with 327 cu in motor.
82,000 on motor, motor needs
to be wired up, etc Also 4
barrel intake for sale. fits
1969 327, will take 530 Asking
$250 for car Must sell. Call
753 1887
1978 DODGE OMNI Cali 492
8877
_
1973- - FTREBIRD.
LOW
mileage Formula Call 753
1864
FIAT 118,141/5; UM,mileage
35,000. white, 4 deer Call 759
1739 after 5 pm
FOR SALE 1967 Ford, good
body, needs starter Asking
$75 753 3713.
1970 FORD GALAXY, good
transportation. Best offer
759 4509.
1968 FIAT 850, 43,000 actual
miles, 4 speed
automatic
stick shift, excellent con
dit ion. 5850. 753 8124

For Sale: 1972
Orange Dodge Colt.
76,000 miles. Body
and motor in good
condition. $1000 or
best offer. Approx.
27 mpg. Phone
753-9379 from 81 0 a.m.; after 7:30
p.m., 753-7705.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate.
Murray, Kentucky

Ainley Auction 8
Realty Sales
.

John Smith, Realtor

Approximately seven
miles from Murray on
Highway 121 West, we
flace just listed fifteen
arreS
of
land.
Beautiful building site.
Good pasture land.
$26,750.00.

4.3, REAL ESTATE

BUILT WITH
THE FAMILY
IN MIND
Mom will enjoy the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
favorite chair by the
fireplace in the den.
The kids will have a
ball in the large,
recreation room, and
your guests will feel
welcome in the living
room, formal dining
room and on the arbor
covered
patio.
Everyone will sleep
comfortably in the
four bedrooms. Many
other features, and
located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in town. Compare at
any price.

brand
bedroom,
bath, brick
with
central heat and air
fireplace and 2,000 sq
ft. of living area
Large cypress deck or,
three sides. Located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for
year around living
$61,900.

lynotti 1,t-t tt ii Sycamoie
T LEPHONE 7531651

Economical Country
Living-2 BR., 1 bath
older home in good
condition. La mile E. of
Boydsville on paved
road. Only $6,850.
Four of five bedroom home with 10 closets and
lots of room for the large family. Lovely wooded
lot on quite residential street. Priced to sell fastlow 50's. Phone Kopperud Realty,753-1222.

s---.</1

Wilton Holt, Owner

Neat 2 BR., home on 10
level productive acres,
only 3 miles from
town. Large corner
acreage - on Locust
Grove Church Rd. Mid
40's.

NEW LISTING

753-3263 ANYTIME
392 N. 12th Si.

Auction

V.itti I tic

and ine

WILSON

J'..JH) ,...V.....jEr

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.

PASCHALL & SON

-iple

NM

753-7724

This is nice carpet. Come see for yourself. - While
It Lasts'

Murray on Hwy.641. Open 8-5, 6 days
a week. Ph.(9011498-9733.

.....
.
00•••"'e."''•,......%„

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

Storage Space

SPECIAL TRUCKLOAD

8 mi. South of

C& \5
/14 //1/

34 RENT OR LEASE

12 ft. outside grass-type caret - many colors
$3.00 sq. yd
Rubberback shags, jute-back shags many colors
- many BIG HOLIS to choose from $1.49 sq. yd.,
$1.99 sq. yd., $2.50 sq. yd. St $2.99 sq. yd.

@
have people interested in locat
locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your
home with us for a
quick sale.

inflation, fuel cost and the as
s. nobody pays any attention to me
anymore.'

12 ft. eufnMerela I tones, rubber back-$2.50 sq.yd.
12 ft. St 15 ft. commercial tweed, rubberback -$2.99
sq. yd.

P0,04,1 0
4y We

TWO
BEDROOM, dining
room, living room, one bath,
screened in back porch,„w
garage with storage room. VV ith
floored attrc with pull down !i ne
stair Call 753 5273, ask for
Ed West

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 81:75

46 HOMES FOR S.ALf
TWO BEDROOM :
paneleo througnout
Sortie
Lo,atea
n North
carpet
Elementary Scrhaoi cFstrct
Pr Led to sell Call '53 8242

DI)Cig

Just Listed 318 N. 7th $18,500
good three bedroom, large living room, kitchen
and bath. New bathroom and kitchen plumbing and
fixtures. Lot 80 by 140, carport and two outside
storage buildings. Low heating bills. Multiple listed.
A

Call
C. 0. Bondurant Realty
753-9950 or 753-3460

White's Camper Sales, East
94 H,ighway, . Murray. 753
0605.
1970 WINNEBAGO MOTOR
home, 17', less than 27,000
miles. call 345 2157.
52. BOATS &MOTORS
CHALLENGER BASS boat,
tr4iler, "5- hp Johnson
mdeer, depth finder and
trolling motor. Call 753-9235
50 HP JOHNSON Super
Horse, sell or trade for 20 hp
759 4509.
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT tr,
hull, 75 hp Johnson Stinger
motor plus trailer, all 76
model. $3000 firm. Call 489
2248 after 5 pm.
18' SKI BOAT, 135 hp
fully
motor,
Evinrude
con
excellent
equipped,
dition, extra sharp. 753.4391
after 8 pm.
14' SAIL BOAT and trailer
Call 753 1202.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
APPLIANCE
REPAIR.,
refrigeration and air conditioning Call Bill Rollins,
753 0762.
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
fireplaces,
circulating
roofing, insurance work. Call
Remodeling
Murray
753
516
.
7
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling 753 5808 Or 753 5706.
WORK
BACKHOE
and
bulldozing 437 4533 after 8
354
8161
pm,
_
.
BUSHHOGING AND yard
Call
753 6123,_
work
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates,
references, Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning !Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
753 5816
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing 753 8407

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING
AND CHEMICAL TOILET
RENTAL REX CAMP 907
JOHNNY
ROBERTSON
ROAD

Si SERVICES OFFERED
)3 SERVICES OFFERED_
L.ONCRE IF & 13-OCK •%,flt KEN s
E
.% hi V 0
garages DaSe'rt,
,
,
.0t i aST
pa' os
was
steps ,ree es, ma,es
mm
c,_ENSED ELEC TRIC,AN
54'6
and gas instaiiation wm
1O
CARPENTRY
SEW iCF
nra, ny and a,r
Whatever your needs old or p
...3J,d
7 53 '203
new qua[ ty Auri. Cal - '53
i. , CENSED ELEC TkiCIAN
056,
Ha, ny •roLtp
at" ng those
VOL, need st,.imps
DO
otps doneremoved trom you r v eto or
Ser, cc
“iltS
are
our
land Cleared Or stumps' We
Ernes'
V
can remove stomps up to 24
An,te '53 3605
below the ground lea v J-‘d
BLACKTOP
only sawdust and chips Call MITCHELL
tor free estimate. Steve Shaw PING ctr,,ewayS ancl smai,
aiso pat
753 9490 or Boo Kemp 435 ,005 a Spec
cri.ng and seal coating 753
4343
1537
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
white rocked and MOBILE HOME anchors
areas
graded All hinds pea grave. Aluminum and t,berglass
Free
estimates
Clifford underp.nning white beige.
and brown
Roofs sealed
Garrison, 753 5429 after 4 pm
Also patio awnings open or
GROOMING
All
DOG
s,reened in wih or without
appointment
breeds
By
w.ndows
Also
carports
Pick up and delivery Connie
s.ngle and double s,zes Jack
Lampe, 436 2510
Glover 753 1873 after 6 pm
FENCE SALES at Sears
ROOFING REMODELING.
now Call Searsj53 2310 far
painting interior and ex
free estimates. for
your
tenor Anything to do with
needs
carpentary we can do it
chain link Reasonable rates 20 years
FOR
YOUR
fencing
needs, contact 43,perience Senior Cit.zem
Montgomery
Free 'discount Phone 753 2418, 8
Ward
estimates 753 1966
am 1119 pm.
_
WILL HAUL drivevvay white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
30 to S0°. off on all %rubs
Pea
gravel
Call
Roger
and House Monts July 23 and
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545
July 215
WILL DO plumbing, heating
HOFFMAN'S
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
lIlt, Murray .7Y)
home, such as
Open9a,m to5pru
painting,
carpentry, and concrete 753
2211
or
753
9600
FOR
YOUR
home
BASEMENT"
, We
alterations, repair, and WET
remodeling, also new homes make wet basements dry.
work completely guarenteed
and commercial, call 753
Call or write Morgan Con
6123
GUTTERING
BY
Sears. struction Co , Route 2. Box
409A,
Paducah, KY 42001, or
Sears continous gutters
installed
your call day or night, 1 442 7026
per
TREES could be
specifications
Call Sears YOUR
silently suffering from insect
753 2310 for free estimates
HOME REPAIRS; exterior attack and or fungus disease
A new method of pesticide
and interior painting, car
pentry . work,
small imection to your trees can
correct
most of
these
masonary jobs, decks and
problems easily and quickly.
patios built, rooms paneled
Scientific and effective Call
492 8615.
today,
EPA
certified
HUGH OUTLAND roofing, Kelley's Termite
& Pest
excellent references. Call Control, Inc , 100 tooth 13th
753 1486 and ask for Shelley
Street, Murray. KY 42071
INSULATION BLOWN in by Phone 753 3914 33 years of
Sears, save on these high experience in pest control.
heating and cooling bills. 56. FREE
COLUMN
Call Sears, 753 2310, for tree
TWO KITTENS, 3 months
estimates
old, one yellow and white and
one
18
Females Call 753

SUMMER SALE

NURSERY

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

57. WANTED
WANTED
FARM families'
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134.

Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
7591176 day or night.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

WE BRING PEOPLE H0:j

OLDER HOME!!! Older part of town. Lots of
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
also be converted to high return income
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
remodeling project just give us a call. 753-7411.

Think you can't afford to buy? Upstairs apartment can be rented to help make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for children and pets. Asking
$40,000, 1316 Poplar.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 753-9894

Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843

Joe Ronson 436-5676

ionic. Austin 753-8674
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Deaths & Funerals
Forest Bloodworth
Dies At His Home;
Funeral Is Today
.1 ti
at 6 05 a in at his
Hardin Route 1 He
c.,1 IS if age
de, eased w as a
[AT of the Union Hii
of Christ and a veteran
%Tar II
\1: Bloodworth is survived
its wife, Mrs Gola Nell
• .•,,dworth: One son, Forest
wraatworth, Jr . Euless.
tv.ii sisters. Mrs
I ca.'s
1:cs Tidwell. Grand Rivers,
:[,1 Mrs. Dais Tapp, Benton;
1L.., brothers, Dan Bloodorth. Benton, and Sam
Bloodin-orth, Calvert City.
The funeral is being held
da at 3 pin, at the Union
Hill Church of Christ with
Harold Sam officiating. Burial
will follow in the Fairdealing
Cemetery with the Fdbeck
and Cann Funeral Home.
Benton, in charge of the
arrangements.'

Swim Team Members
To Go, Greenville
. The
Murray -Calloway
County Swim Team will have
a swim meet at Greenville on
Wednesday, July 25, at 5 p.m.
Team members will meet at
1:15 p.m. Wednesday at the
City-County Park Pool,
Murray, to leave by bus for
Greenville. Each member
should bring $6 for transportation fee and money for
the
evening
meal, a
spokesman said.

Seventh & Poplar Church
To Hold Gospel Meeting Murder Trial.

Services Wednesday Bernard Riggins Is
At Local Chapel
Dead At Age Of 59;
For Joseph Berry
Rites Here Thursday
The funeral for Joseph
Berry.
former
Murray
business man, presently.
residing in Nashville, Tenn ,
w
be held Wednesday at 1
p m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home , with
the Rev Dr David C Roos
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Berry, 65, died Sunday
at 2:30 a.m. He was shot by a
robber while assisting the
owner in a convenient food
store at Nashville. He was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray, and still
maintained his home here. His
wife. Hahne, died June 21 of
this year in a fire at their
home.
Survivors include one
daughter, Miss Catherine
Berry, Nashville. Ten.: two
sons, James Alfred Berry, U.
S.
Air
Force,
SAC
Headquarters, Omaha, Neb.,
and John Franklin Berry., U.
S. Army,assigned to NATO at
the Hague. Netherlands; one
adopted daughter,. Mrs.
Charles Stephens, Lebanon,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Nellie
Berry Tripp, South Carolina;
two brothers, Wildy Berry,
Austin, Texas, and Ben Berry,
Cincinnati, Ohio; two grandchildren.

Bernard Higgins, former
resident of Murray, died
Monday at 1:45 am_ at the
Veterans Hospital. Durham,
N C. He was 59 years of age.
Mr. Higgins had been with
the Belk Stores for 23 years
ha tug been manager of the
store at Paris, Tenn , and
later being transferred to
North Carolina. He first
started his association with,
the Belk stores in Murray.
The deceased was a
member of - the First Baptist
Church, Paris. Tenn. Born
May 7. 1920, in Tennessee, he
was the son of Neva Wallace
Higgins, who survives, and the
late Bailey Higgins.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs.
Virginia
Higgins,
Durham, N. C.: his mother,
Mrs. Bailey Neva Higgins.
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Leslie Carswell, Galax, Va.;
one sister, Mrs. Imogene
Pogue, Chicago, Ill.; one
brother.
Dale
Higgins,
Memphis, Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 4 p.in, at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Carrol Owen of Paris, Tenn.,
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
The time for visitation has
not been announced.

The Seventh and Poplai
Church of Christ will hold a
gospel meeting starting
Friday, July 27, and continuing through Sunday
evening; July 29, with Jimmy
Adcox as the guest speaker.
Services will be held at 7:30
p.m. on Friday and Saturday
and on Sunday at 8 30, 9:45,
and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
according to a church
spokesman who invites the
public to attend.
Mr. Adcox is minister of the
Southwest Church of Christ,
Jonesboro, Ark., where he has
served for the past two years.
Prior to that he served as
minister of the East Chester
Church of Christ, Jackson,
Tenn., for three years.
The guest speaker is a
graduate of Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn.,
and David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn. He is now

Jimmy Adcox
also engaged in graduate work
at Harding Graduate School of
Religion, Memphis, Tenn.
A native of Hohenm.ald.
Tenn., the 27 year nld minister
is married to the former Ann
Grunmitt and they have three
children.

Federal Judge Signs
Order Against Operation
Of letcher Strip Mine

CATLETTSBURG, Ky. found another site on
top of a
AP
— Federal Judge mountain and issued an order
H.David Hermansdorfer against 'Effie Maxie
and
signed an order Monday Collins. The name of
Combs
against a Letcher County strip subsequently was added
to
mine and directed the each order.
operation to stop until a state
permit is obtained.
The temporary restraining
order named Carl and Effie
Maxie. Cullen Collins and
John Combs Jr. as operators
of a mine near the Beaver
Dam community. •
Federal-State Market News Service Jul!.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
24, 1979
The suit was filed by Robert
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
S. More of the Interior The state Personnel DeparReport Includes 7 Buying Stations
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. AP) Mrs.Mary Agnes
Receipts Act_ 594 Est. 1150 Bat-rows &
Fleming, 66, Department's field solieitor's' tment announced Monday that
Gilts 25-50e lower Sows steady $1 00
— A young man was ruled who died from
several blows office in Knoxville for the residents of the Bowling
lower
guilty of murder Monday at to the head in
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
May of last year. Office of Surface Mining. Green. Hopkinsvalle, Owen138.75-3900
LS 2-3 200-240 lbs.
Russellville after a hearing to
.. $38.50-38.75
Although it was not More asked for a preliminary sboro and Paducah areas will
US 2-3 240-250Ibs.
. $37 50-38.00
determine whether a murder disclosed
US 2-4260-Z90
in court until injunction and a hearing on have more opportunities to
Sows
or manslaughter penalty was Monday, Long
state
merit
pleaded guilty that request was set for Aug. 2 take
US l-2270-35.01t.
$25.00-26.00
applicable.
exaininations.
LS 1-3 360-450 I bs824.00-2500
last week to three other before Hermansdorfer.
LS 1-3 450-5001W.
Circuit Judge William charges relate
625.00-26.00
Personnel
Commissioner
d to the
The complaint says OSM
LS 1-3 500-650 1 bs.
205.3-2800
Fuqua meted a life sentence to woman's death
few $28 50
and the inspector Marvin Rice issued Addle Stokley said applicants
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Michael Long, 21, in con- defense stipula
623.00-24.00
te facts con- an order against the mine last in those areas will be allowed
Bears 120 00-2400
nection with the death of cerning the slaying
. It was up April 13 when Rice found it to take tvy-o tests per session
to the court to determine the operating without a state instead of one because of
acihi Okla iht9Rik
degree applicable in the
permit. Four other inspections extended hours at test centers.
She said the extended
homicide.
in April and May found the
Judge Fuqua ordered the
Maxie's continuing to mine service is being offered to cut
r are rem lolvawri
life sentence, the same
coal, according to the com- travel to Frankfort by job
announce
applicants and to permit more
penalty given Long after he
That
I eresa
plaint.
time for applicants desiring to
hrtdeode,•(
pleaded guilty earlier to first
The suit said on May 30,
iI II/tants hay sele,•ted her
take more than one test.
degree rape. The man inspect
or James R.Begley
Resides
receive
potters'
doubling
d
.
(Ts
.
ten
4121
the
years
1.11111
after
qtttate.
,
—
number of testing hours, the
pleading guilty to first degree
front aur
bridal
lb
test c:enters will be open- one..
robbery and five years for
registry.
additional Saturday per
third degree burglary.
Teresa and Rill 14111 /74'
month.
Mrs. Fleming's body was
rttarrteti It4git8t 21. 1970.
Prices of stock of local interest at
found in a camper next door to
noon. ELYT , today. furruabed to the
a coin laundry she owned and
Ledger & ?Ames by First ol Mictugar
Corp of Murray, are as follows
operated. Authorities said $17
taken from the camper was
Lndustnal Avg
found behind the back seat of a
Air Products
police cruiser in which Long
7534541 121 By -Pass
American Motors
had been placed after his
Aishland
381s
WW1 °Wig KAP NOV API
American Telephone
arrest.
Wi
1414
FORT KNOX, Ky.
Bonanza
3 o b, 3saa
Chrysler
11•-z•-•,
National
Guard
Ford Motor
Pvt.
42•-•-•.
GAF
.
Charlie L. Ferguson, son of
'•
General CAre
Mrs. Weada Weilladay, New
General Dynamics
30 General Motors
Concord, recently completed
General Tire
21 •
Phase I of the Two-Station
Goodrich
20.-,
Hardees
Test at Fort Knox.
1314 Heublein
26 - • '! The test is
being conducted
IBM
69'.•
Jen co
to see if basic entry training
174,.11.17‘..a
X Mart
254 can be, effectively reduced
Pennwalt
31 urg
Quaker Oats
from 16 weeks to 12 weeks and
24 un,
Tappan
still be administered at two
Texaco
Wal Mart
stations. The second phase is
Wendys
14-la
held at Fort Benning, Ga.

Hog Market

Charlie Ferguson
Completes Phase
I Of Guard Test

Hearing Gives Guilty
Verdict To Young Man

Stock Market

t

'Continued from Page 11
phone and said Eaker was not there.
Bayless also said that later that
night, Powers called his home and said
that Eaker had dropped her off at
West's home and she didn't know where
he was.
Powers' testified that she had been
living with Eaker for three to four
weeks before his death at the home of
his sister and brother-in-law, Glenda
and Tony Bayless. She said that she and
the deceased left for the evening around
6 p.m. and went to the apartment of a
friend, Nick McClure, in Hazel.
Later the pair went to the apartment
of other friends on Highway 94 East and
then to another friend's apartment on
12th Street before going to Pagliai's
around 10 p.m, she said.
Powers testified that Eaker said that
• he must go to West's home to pay him
some money for "T"
She said that during the drive, West
said "Stop the Car," to Esker and told
him to put the car into park. According
to her testimony. Eaker said to West,
"You're not going to do it," and West
replied, "I've got to do it. You've
messed over too many people."
Esker then leaned over the seat to get
the gun from West and a struggle ensued, she said. Powers said that Eaker
turned around to the front then back
around to get the gun and then back
around to the front. West then told him
to put his arms down and he shot him,
she claimed. West then pointed the gun
at her and asked if she wanted to live,
and she said she told him she did.
West. Barrow and she then got out of
the car, she said, and West teld her to
get Eaker's wallet off the body. A
datebook came out with the wallet, and
her testimony indicated that she also
got an eight-track tape from the tape
player.
Powers claimed that Barrow said the
car shoUld be moved off the road and he
got in the car on the passenger side and
pulled it off to the side.
The three walked to West's home
about three miles away from the
shooting site, Powers' said. Her
testimony indicated that during the
walk. West said, "Charles knew too
much." She contended he also said he
was "going to do something about it" if
either she or Barrow said anNthing.
A cigarette case Powers said she
purposely dropped during the walk was
found the next day by Kentucky State
Police Detective Eugene Spillman.
She also testified that West told her
that Barrow was suppoied to kill her at
the same time that Eaker was killed.
Upon arriving at the West home,

The Shon'case

The public is invited to attend this tour leaving
from the MSU Exposition Wednesday July 26 from 9:30 a.m. till
3:00 p.m.

I
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We Accept Visa
& Master Charge
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In Stock
Shop With Us
And Save. We
Have A
Different Sale
Every Week

WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY TO PREPA
RE
FOR THEIR FINAL MARKDOWN!
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SALE STARTS 9:00 a.m.
THURSDAY,JULY 26th
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LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
J.M. Heideman Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sale
15 Days Only, July 14th-3Is1

Paint Sale This Week!
Exterior Rustic Stains

$1090

Soybean Variety Test Plots
Calloway County Farm Bureau
Hutson Ag. Service
Elanco Chemical Co.
Calloway Co. Soil Conservation District
Jackson Purchase PCA
Monsanto Chemical Co.

Po

$500

Soil Compaction & SubSoiling
No-Tillage Soybeans
Sponsored By

bl
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he

CORN-AUSTIN

Johnsongrass Control
No-Tillage Corn

I Lunch Provided

•

Prepasted Strippable Wallpaper Sale

*NOTICE*

FEATURED STOPS

eiela

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 153-3642

ATTEND THE

CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARM TOUR

Powers said that she voluntarily
washed the men's coveralls in the
bathtub.
Before Barrow left the West home
around 4 a.m., she said the three
decided to say when asked that Eaker
had left the West home to "kick some —
or get some money."
Powers said she spent the night at
West's house and called Eaker's sister
around 1 a.m. to ask if he was there. She
contended she said this because West
was in the room with her.
The next morning she and West went
to the bank and deposited some money
and then he took her to the McClure
residence for the day, she testified.
Under cross-examination by Ed
Overbey.
,
..•ers said that Eaker was
selling' 7
1 that there were irug,s
availahit .I.e Bayless home. She also
testified that West was "high" on drugs
when she and Eaker arrived at the West
home that night.
The witness also said that West gave,
_.
her $40 from Eaker's wallet and that West later burned Faker's driver's
license.
Haverstock's cross-examination of
the witness revealed that during the
walk back to the West home, Barrow
repeatedly said to West, "You shouldn't
have done it."
Detective Spillman then took the
stand and testified that he answered a
call from thestate police headquarters
in Mayfield to the scene of the crime
around 4:40 a.m. Feb. 8. He said that
the Eaker brothers and Bayless told
him at the scene that the last they
knew, the deceased was going to West's
home.
Spillman and KSP Trooper Jim Bell
went to West's home and found he and
Powers there he said After talking with
them, the troopers went on to the:
Barrow home, he added
Spillman said that neither West.
Barrow or Powers appeared surprised
about Eaker's death and told him that
Eaker had left the West home to
-collect money owed him."
Later that day the police brought
Powers in for more questioning and it
was at that time that she made her
statement to authorities telling of*
West's involvement in the murder,
according to testimony. Barrow came
in also that day for questionining.
Following the execution of a search
warrant for West, the detective said he
found ashes and other burned materials
on the concrete floor of a stock barn
near the West home. These ashes,
which Spillman said appeared to
contain bits of cloth and plastic buttons,
were entered as an exhibit of the
commonwealth.

Del-Air
Decor

Open Til 8:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.

Opportunities To
Take State Merit
Exams Announced

• •

a
1978 Monza Station Wagon,
blue, few mil",
gas Alter, no air, one
owner.. 434
"
1978 Monza Station Wagon
with air, carmine
color, low mile. ../3999.
trihrslts 000i
""it
uni
sold
:
„:
41 entitil the Os
,'
r,vow

10 Top Volpe certificates 11101

Rustic Oil Stains
Reg. Price
S10.95

fitenereee ic SIPA

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Inc-

1 South

53-2617
cepa mew Ann:a. maw aaffiwo imam,—=-

17Y-hlas

Now Only

$925

Per Gal. IMO
•

